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ABSTRACT
This study looks at a specific aspect ofreported speech: the use of the new quotatives
be like, go, be all to introduce direct speech reports in contemporary spoken American
English. The study investigates the use ofsimplepresent and simple past tense forms of be
like, go, be all and the traditional quotativesay in three small corpora ofspokenAmerican
English representingdifferent registers ofspoken interaction: conversation, campus-related
service encounters, and academic officehours consultations. The study includes quantitative
analyses of frequency of occurrence of the quotatives, of frequency in association with
grammatical subjects, and comparison of frequency across corpora; andqualitative analysis
ofthe discourse-pragmatic function ofthe quotatives.
Theresults show thatwhile thetraditional quotative say is still themost frequent
direct speech quotative inAmerican English (particularly its past tense form said), the new
quotative belike is a stable, significantly frequent quotative which competes with traditional
forms within the quotative system as awhole. Go also appears as arelatively stable element,
while be allis still rather infrequent. The results reveal that there are clear pattems of
association between frequency ofoccurrence ofthe quotatives and grammatical person, as
well as pattems ofassociation between grammatical person ofthe quotative and discourse •
function ofthe quotative. All new quotatives are used most often in association with first
and third person singular grammatical subjects. Say and go generally introduce plausible
quotation both when used with first and third person grammatical subjects; on the contrary,
be like generally introduces plausible speech when used with third person sin^lar subjects,
and improbable speech when used with first person singular subjects.
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Finally, this study shows that type and frequency of use of the quotatives vary across
corpora representing different registers of spoken interaction.
These corpus findings have potential for grammatical description. In addition, they
can be used to inform ELT materials, and thus to provide more accurate and authentic
renditions ofhow real speakers make speech reports in everyday life.
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Reporting speech is a very important feature ofthe most quintessentially hviman
characteristic: language. Quoted speech, or direct speech, is an important and extremely
frequent feature of conversation. McCarthy (1998) hasspelled outwhatwe intuitively know:
'^ Hardly anystretch of casual conversational datais without reports of priorspeech" (150).
While speech reporting seems verynatural in our first language, however, it maynot
be so natural in a secondor foreign language. McCarthy indeed goes on to statethat "it is
hard to conceive ofachieving any intermediate level ofcompetence ina foreign language
without needing to know how the speakers ofthat language make speech reports" (1998:
150). Therefore, ashepoints out, language teachingmaterials and grammars should contain
lessons onspeech reporting, offer opportunities topractice reports, and present accounts of
reported speech that reflect the way speakers actually make speech reports in everyday life
(150). Yet, when looking atEnglish language teaching (ELT) materials and traditional
grammars we find a snnpHfied, impoverished and inadequate coverage ofwhat actually
happens ineveryday speech, and, therefore inspoken data (McCarthy 1998, Carter &
McCarthy 1995, Yule et al. 1992, Yule 1995). Reported speech is indeed generally depicted
as aneat binary system mwhich, through anumber oftransformations known as "backshift",
direct speech is transformed into indirect speech.
For example, Focus on Grammar (Fuchs &Bonner 1995), amainstream, recent
reference and practice grammar textbook-for high intennediate learners ofEnglish,
introduces reported speech with two separate tables, one for direct speech and one for
indirect speech. The clearly invented examples ofdirect speech ("He said, 'The check is in
the mailV'The dress looks good on youV'The traffic was bad*") included in the first table are
then transformed into indirect speech in the second table, using the two traditional reporting
verbs say and told in the past tense ("He said/told (her/Jennifer/his client) (that) the check
was in the mail/the dress looked good on her/the traffic had been bad"). The unit then goes
onwith a "grammar notes*' page including definitions of directspeechor quotedspeech, and
indirector reported speech, followed by a series of instructions onverb tense, pronoims, and
possessives backshift (271-272). The textbookclaims that 'Ve usually use the past tense of
reporting verbs suchas say or tell to reportspeech" andno other reportingverbs are indeed
mentioned. Moreover, the textbook focuses largely onindirect speech, thus leaving the
learnerwiththeimpression that indirect speech is themost important ormore common way
to make speech reports in real language use.
Recent research in sociolinguistics, discourse analysis, and thegrammar ofspoken
English has drawn attention to anumber of"reporting devices*', generally called quotatives,
dialogue introducers, ordirect speech introducers, that real speakers ofEnglish use inthe
everyday business ofreporting speech, and that receive little orno coverage inELT materials
and traditional, non corpus-based grammars. These include the introduction ofquotation
with no overt introducer ("zero quotative"), and the new quotatives be, be like, be all, go.
In this study Iwill beconcerned with a small number ofthese new quotatives inan
attempt tocontribute to the description ofthe quotative system ofpresent-day American
English, and shed more light on the use ofthese new quotatives. Iwill look at simple present
and simple past tense forms ofthe quotatives be like, go, and be all in three small corpora of
contemporary spoken American English representing three registers, namely casual
conversation, campus-related serviceencounters, and academic office hours.
Importance of this study
The importance ofthis study lies in the need for more comprehensive, up-to-date, and
corpus-based accoimts of the use ofthese quotatives in casual conversation and other
registers of spoken interaction in order to shed more light on their use within the quotative
system as a whole. While the use of these quotatives in everyday spoken American English
has indeed been taken up in studies looking at various aspects of speech reporting (Yule
1992,1993) and in sociolinguistic studies looking at the quotative be like in American
English (Blyth et al. 1990, Romaine & Lange 1991, Ferrara & Bell 1995) and other varieties
ofEnglish, e.g. Scottish English (Macaulay 2001), and Canadian and British English
(Tagliamonte & Hudson 1999), there are no studies of the use of all these quotatives in
principled, diverse corporaofcontemporary spokenAmerican English. In addition, virtually
all research on direct speech quotation, particularlyresearch on the quotatives (e.g. be like),
has been based exclusivelyon conversational storytelling. In otherwords, no researchhas
beendoneon the use of these newquotatives in otherregisters of spoken interaction, such as,
for example, academic registers. Because corpus-based research consistently shows that
grammatical patterns varysystematically across registers, there is a needfor studies looking
at theuseof newquotatives not only in casual conversation but also in otherregisters of
spoken interaction.
Previous research on the quotative be like has looked at theuseof the quotative with
grammatical person and at the typeof quotation introduced by thequotative in order to
investigate the process of spread and the discourse-pragmatic function ofthe quotative.
Therefore inthis present study I will also look at association ofthe quotatives with
grammatical person and at the content ofthe quotation introduced bythe quotatives inorder
to investigate further the discourse function of the quotatives. hi particular, I will be
concerned with shedding more light on the degree to which these new quotatives are used to
introduce quotation that may be taken as plausibly uttered speech or they are used to
introduce quotation that is improbable as it simply resembles a representation of some inner
thought or speech of the speaker in the reported situation.
Research questions
The purpose ofthis study is to investigate the use ofthe new quotatives be like, go, be
all in present-day American English by looking at their overall frequency, association with
grammatical person, and discourse-flmction in three corpora ofspoken American English
representing different registers ofspokeninteraction. Therefore, this study addresses the
following research questions;
1)What is the Jfrequency of use of the newquotatives be like, go, be all and in
present-day American Enghsh?
la) Howfrequent are the quotatives belike, go, beall andthetraditional quotative
say in the three corpora used in this study, Conversation, Service Encounters and Office
Hours?
lb) Are there differences in firequency ofoccurrence between casual conversation and
other registers ofspoken interactionas represented in ServiceEncounters and OfficeHours?
1c)What is thefirequency ofuse of the quotatives inassociation with grammatical
person?
2) What is the discourse-pragmatic function of the new quotatives be like, go, be all7
Specifically, what type ofquotation do they introduce? Is it quotation that may be taken as
plausibly uttered speech, or does it resemble a representation of some inner speech or thought
of the quoted speaker?
Preview of the study
In Chapter Two I provide a comprehensive review ofvarious areas ofresearch
informingthis study: studiesofthe grammarof spokenEnglish, corpus linguistics
methodology, literature on reported speech and direct quotation in conversation, and studies
of quotatives. In Chapter Three I describe thedata, the corpora, and themethodology usedin
thestudy. In Chapter FourI present anddiscuss theresults of the study. Chapter Five
simmiarizes themajorfindings of thestudy and includes a discussion ofpossible limitations
aswell as implications for fiirther research thatmight be drawn fi*om this study.
CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
A coipus-based study on new quotatives in contemporary spoken American English
calls for a critical review ofdifferent areas of research, ranging from reported speech, direct
quotation in conversation, studies ofquotative forms, but also empirical studies of the
grammar ofspoken English and corpus linguisticsmethodology. This chapter includes four
main sections. In the first section I look at literaturepointing to the limitations oftreatments
in traditional grammars ofreported speech, in the context of a broader lack of fit between
grammar and textbook descriptions and real language use; I introduce recent calls for a
discourse, corpus-based approach to grammaras a responseto the gap; and I describe the
strengths ofa corpus-based approach to the study of language. In the second section I review
traditional and discourse-pra^atic accotmts ofreported speech. In thethird section I focus
on direct speech and discuss different approaches to direct quotationin conversation.
Finally, in the last section I provide a comprehensive review ofprevious studies of
quotatives.
Textbook grammar and real language use: the gap
Inrecent years, a growing number ofstudies (Carter &McCarthy 1995, McCarthy &
Carter 1995, Di Vito 1991, Glisan &Drescher 1993, Walz 1986, Lawson 2001) have
compared the textbook and grammar descriptions ofa target language with the language used
in real life by real language users. Not surprisingly, English has been the object ofthe
majority ofthese studies, but itwas interesting to find out that other Western European
7languages, i.e. French (e.g. see Di Vito 1991,Walz 1986,Lawson 2001) and Spanish (e.g.
see Glisan & Drescher 1993), have also been involved into this type ofresearch.
Underpinning this bulk ofresearch is the need to assess the extent to which target
language textbook descriptions provide an authentic picture of the language used in everyday
life by real language users, in order to identify possible gaps and eventually generate
implications for materials writing and language teaching practice. Underpinning this
research is also the belief that, in a communicative approach to language teaching
emphasizing that language learners should acquire the abihty to speak in a natural way, the
language presented in language materials should accurately reflect real language user norms,
and, further, ihzX,frequency ofoccurrence (of vocabulary and grammatical structures) in the
target language should inform decisions about what to prioritise in the presentation of
materials.
Surprisingly, these studies unanimously show that there is a great divide, a lack of fit,
between grammar and textbook descriptions ofthe target language and real language use.
All ofthe studiesmentionedabove indeed demonstrate that, despite over two decades of
language teaching aimingat fostering speaking skill and natural spoken interaction,
textbooks neglect important and frequent features of the language spokenby real language
users, present a patchy, confusmg, and often inadequate treatment ofcommon features ofthe
grammar of the spoken language, and, in sum, do not reflect actual use.
The lackof fit between textbook descriptions and reallanguage usemaybe attributed
to several factors: 1) textbook descriptions often rely onintuitions, rather than on empirical,
corpus-based data; 2) textbooks are not informed by empirical, corpus-based evidence about
the occurrence and frequency ofoccurrence oflanguage features; 3) textbooks usually
present grammatical and lexical patterns as equally generalizable and equally important
communicatively, thus neglecting information about register-specific or discourse-context-
specific use; 4) textbooks are usually based on written norms only, thus ignoring the spoken
language.
Reported speech in ESL/EFL textbooks and grammars
One important area of spoken English that receives inadequate coverage in traditional
reference grammars and English language teaching (hereinafter BLT) materials is reported
speech: traditional reference grammarsandELTmaterialspresent reported speech as a •
binary system consisting ofdirect and indirect speech. They focus on the syntactic feature of
backshift and mechanical exercises for converting direct speech into indirect speech,while
providing virtuallyno coverage ofthe various choices open to native speakers in the
everyday business ofreporting speech in castial conversation. Yule et al. (1992; See also
Yule 1993, 1995)point out that at the formal level there is a continuumofchoices, andnot a
binary choice between direct and indirect speech: when reporting discourse, speakers may
choose between indirect speech, direct speech introduced by a range of quotative verbs in
addition to the traditional say (be, be like, go), and direct speech presented without anovert
introducer, using a null formor zero introducer ("zero quotative").
Yule et al. (1992) and Yule (1995) arguethat there are somedrawbacks to the
presentation ofreported speech as a binary, mechanical system: first, the procedure of
presenting one mode (direct speech) asprimary, and the other (indirect speech) as derived is
just "adangerous illusion" (1992: 246), not only because in writing one mode ofreported
speech isgenerally selected as acomposing decision without necessarily having actual
recorded speech as a source, but also because there are instances ofreported speech that do
not have one single, easily constructed direct speech equivalent. Secondly, this presentation
does not account for the fact that direct speech and indirect speech have different discourse
functions^ and, consequently, "one form simply does not take the place of the other" (1995:
186). Thirdly, at the formal level, there appears to be a continuimi of forms available for
reported speech, and not a binary choice. Yule et al. (1992; See also Yule 1993, Yule 1995)
discuss a nimiber ofoptions used to present reported speech in real written and spoken
English, such as indirect speech, free indirect discourse, direct speech as constructed
dialogue, direct speech introduced by the new quotatives be, be like, go and by no overt
introducer.
Carter & McCarthy (1995; see alsoMcCarthy & Carter 1995; McCarthy 1998) for
example, use corpus data from the CANCODESpoken Corpus to explore several
grammatical features of spoken Englishthatareneglected in ELTmaterials andmajor
reference grammars, such as situational elUpsis, leftdislocation andtopical infonnation, tails
(or "right dislocation")', and past continuous as areporting verb in indirect speech, as in
Tony wassavins they shouldhave, theheating onbyabout Wednesday. Carter&McCarthy
point out that the past continuous as a reporting verb inindirect speech isneglected not only
byELT textbooks ^d grammars, butalso bysecondary literature onindirect speech,
including studies ofreal spoken and written data, such as Yule etal. (1992) and the corpus-
based COBUILD Reporting Guide.
' The phenomenon by which the speaker inserts grammatical patterns which reinforce or amplify what (s)he is
saying or has said, as in: She's a really good actress, Clare-, Singapore's fartoohotformeit is. CMcCarthv
1998; 180) ^ J'
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The importance of the studies reviewed above for this present study is twofold: first,
they point to a gap in the literature on reported speechand, thus, to the need formore
research; secondly, they provide a startingpoint, a 'springboard' for the identification of
forms to be taken into consideration in this study. Yule et al. (1992) and Yule (1995), for
example, note the use, in contemporary spoken American English, of various quotative
forms, including be like, go, be, be all, and what they name 'zero quotatives', i.e.: the
presentationofreported speechwith no introducing verb and attributedspeaker, as in:
She's like, 'So what time didyou get in?' We got in at two thirty. 'WellI got home
around a little after one' cause they sleep like the dead—^they don't hear us come in
anyway and eh so 'Didyou all have a nice time?'—'yeah(example taken fi'om Yule
et al. 1992; 249)
From sentence grammar to discourse grammar
One ofthe main implications ofmuch ofthe research reviewed above, particularly
research by Carter, McCarthy and Hughe s, is that sentence-based accounts are inadequate if
we wish to provide an authentic description ofthe language spoken everyday by native
speakers. There are two main reasons why sentence grammar is inadequate.
First, sentence grammar is insensitive to context: it provides a static, decontextualised
picture of the target language. Di Vito (1991) points out that "in order to use any target
language structures innative-like ways, learners must develop native-like expectations and
native-like intuitions aboutthe use of thosestructures. In otherwords, these language
learners must notonly be aware ofwhat structures are possible in thetarget language, but
also what structures are bothprobable and appropriate inspecific discourse contexts" (383).
Byproviding nomformation about thesociolinguistic appropriateness of linguistic
structures, language materials induce learners to assume thatthevarious grammatical
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structures"presented are equally generalizable, equally important communicatively, and
equallyproductive in the target language. DiVito (1991) argues that such inaccurate
representations of the target language mislead"students as to the natureof the target language,
and encourage them to form false intuitions about real spoken language.
Secondly, sentencegrammaris mostlybased on the written language, as Carter &
McCarthypoint out (1995; see alsoMcCarthy& Carter 1995, Carter 1998,Hughes &
McCarthy 1998, Carteret al. 1998). Carter et al. (1998) observe that "'correct grammar' has
come to mean 'correct grammar as represented by the written language'", so that "many
perfectly normal and regularly occurring utterancesmade by standard English speakers [.,.]
have by omission come to be classified as *ungrammaticar" (67). Thus. Carter and
McCarthy (1995) argue that "just as it would be questionable to base a writing skills course
on grammatical statements based only on informal spoken data, [...] it is equally the case that
spoken language instruction based solely or mainly on written language description is an
unsound methodological foundation upon which to build" (141-142).
For all these reasons, researchers like Carter, Hughes and McCarthy have been
strongly arguing for the development ofgrammarsofthe spoken language and of 'discourse
grammars', as opposed to sentence based grammars, reflecting written norms. In a
'discourse grammar* perspective, grammar is "an aspectofdiscourse, rather than something
that operatesonly within the boundaries of the clauseor sentence" (Hughes&McCarthy
1998: 264); in a discourse-grammar approach, "grammar exists only as a trace ofthe
discourse process, andit is bestviewed as theregular patterns leftbehindbymillions of
conversational andwritten texts inwhich the exigencies ofcommunication are paramount
[...]." (279). A discourse grammar, indeed, aims at acknowledging the fact that "thekinds of
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grammatical choices that speakers andwriters makeoftendepend on contextual features"
(265). Further, a discourse grammaris corpus-based as it avails itself ofreal data, and is
probabilistic in that it accounts for the "probabilistic correlations" offorms and contexts that
can be observed using corpus evidence. Therefore, a discourse grammar may require "the
redefinition oftraditional paradigms in line with real choices in discourse" (278), and the re-
examination ofprescriptive and deterministic rules in the light ofreal, corpus-based data.
A discourse grammar is also necessary to accotmt for differences between spoken and
written grammar. Carter, McCarthy and Hughes (Carter & McCarthy 1995, Carter 1998,
Hughes & McCarthy 1998, Carter et al. 1998) illustrate a discourse-based treatment of
various structures (e.g. various forms ofellipsis, ri^t dislocation, and different forms of
reported speech) that are typical of the spoken language and receive no coverage in
traditional grammars, which, as mentioned above, are based on the written norms.
The contribution of Corpus Linguistics
Another major implication ofmuch ofthe work reviewed at the beginning ofthis
chapteris the potential ofCorpusLinguistics for the development ofmore authentic
descriptions of the target language. The studies by Lawson (2001), Di Vito (1998), Glison &
Drescher (1993), Carter&McCarthy (1995) are basedon small corporaof spoken language.
The use of corpora has allowed these researchers to assess to what extent textbook
descriptions authenticallyreflect real languageuse, proving that intuition,which underlies
much ofthechoices determining presentation of topics inELT materials, is often misleading
andfallacious." On the otherhand, thework of Carter and McCarthy demonstrates the
validity ofsmall corpora as a testbed for intuitions about language.
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An exhaustive account of corpus linguistics, its methods and its advantages is beyond
the scope of this study. Here, I will only highlight a few main points.
In a nutshell, corpus linguistics may be defined as "the empirical study of language
relying on computer-assisted techniques to analyse large, principled databases ofnaturally-
occurring language" (Conrad 2000; 548). Recent work by Biber and Conrad highlights three
major strengths of the corpus-based approach: 1) its methodology; 2) its ability to
demonstrate unreliability ofintuitions about use; 3) its ability to show the centrality of
register for language use. While the first point refers to the intrinsic characterisation of
corpus-based research, the second and the third points are generalisations that Biber and
Conrad define as "crucial for ESL/EFL teaching" (Biber & Conrad 2001: 332). I will now
briefly illustrate these three strengths.
1. Methodology
Corpus-based research has four essential characteristics (Biber et al. 1998, Conrad
1999):
1) It is empirical, in that it analyses the actual patterns of language use in naturally-
occurring texts. Thismeans that corpus-based research is concernedwith the actual
language used in naturally occumng texts, rather thaninwhat is theoretically possible,
as in traditional studies of structure.
2) It uses a large and principled collection ofnaturally-occurring texts in thecorpus asthe
basis for analysis. It is important that thecorpus be large, as if it is too small it will not
include representative samples of the item being studied. How large the corpus should
be,however, will depend onthetype of linguistic feature under investigation. For
example, lexicographic studies require the use ofcorpora ofseveral million words,
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whereas studies ofdiscourse require much smaller corpora. Broadly speaking, the
overwhelming amount ofdata yielded by large multimillion word corpora make
qualitative, discourse analytical studies impractical. It is important that the corpus be a
principled database, in the sense that it should be representative ofthe varieties of
language (dialect, register, etc.) that it is supposed to represent. For example, a corpus
ofwritten texts is not suitable to obtain information about the spoken language, just as a
corpus ofnewspaper articles would not be representative ofscientific language, nor of
all written language. Representativeness is a key notion in corpus design.
3) It uses computers for analysis. Theuseof the computer to process datafi'om thecorpus
and conductanalyses is necessary as analysesoflarge quantities of datawould
otherwise not be feasible, in addition to being inaccurate. Corpus-based research avails
itself of bothautomatic and interactive techniques. Automatic techniques are suitable
for theanalysis ofnon ambiguous linguistic features, while interactive techniques (i.e.:
techniques requiring human interaction) arenecessary for the analysis of ambiguous
linguistic features.
4) It relies onboth quantitative andqualitative, functional interpretations of language use.
Biber andConrad strongly argue against theview thatquantitative analyses consist
merely of elaborate bean counting. While quantitative analyses are necessary to
determine pattems of frequency and association with other linguistic features,
qualitative, functional analyses are necessary to go beyond simple counts and interpret
and describe the communicative functions that correspond tothe quantitative pattems.
2. The Unreliability ofintuitions about use
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Corpus-based research shows that the intuitions on which linguists and teachers may
often rely are often incorrect and fallaciouswhen tested empirically against the actual
patterns ofuse in large text corpora.
It appears that humans have a tendency to notice unusual occurrences more than
typical occurrences, and therefore intuition can be unreliable. The literature on corpus-based
research contains a nimiber of examples of corpus-based ^alyses which have yielded results
proving intuitions or commonly accepted 'facts' about language wrong (See for example, the
two case studies on common lexical verbs and aspect across registers in Biber & Conrad
2001).
3. The centrality ofregisterfor studies oflanguage use
Corpus-based researchconsistentlyshows that grammatical patterns differ
systematically across registers (i.e., varieties of language determined by theirpurpose and
situation ofuse) at all linguistic levels. Strong patterns in one register often represent only
weak patterns in other registers. This means that few descriptions are adequate for a
language as a whole, because languages are nothomogeneous in their linguistic
characteristics across registers.
Ina recent talk onthe Longman Grammar, Biber (2002) declared that "one major
finding indoing the grammar was the beliefthat register is so important that there isno such
thing as a general use". Conrad (2000) predicts that one ofthe changes that will
revolutionise the teaching ofgrammar in the 21st century is that "monolithic descriptions of
English grammar will be replaced by register-specific descriptions" (549)
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Reported Speech
In this section I present a more comprehensive overview of the literature strictly on
reported speech relevant to this study. Reported speech has attracted the interest of
researchersin several fields, includingpoetics, logic,philosophy, and literature. A
comprehensive review ofsuch a vastly treated linguistic phenomenon would be beyond the
scope ofthis study. Thus,while providing an overviewofmajor approaches to the studyof
reported speech, this reviewwill devotemore space to studies that are more relevantto direct
reported speech, rather than indirect reported speech.
Theliterature on reported speech maybe critically divided into twobroad categories:
traditionalorsyntactic accounts, anddiscourse-pragmatic accounts of reported speech, hi
this section Iwill first briefly overview traditional orsyntactic approaches, which emphasize
the syntactic dimension ofspeech reporting, and major criticism to this approach, which
emphasizes the interaction of syntactic, pragmatic andstylistic factors in discourse. These
approaches are what Baynham calls discourse-pragmatic approaches (Baynham 1991,1996).
I will then proceed toamore in-depth review ofdiscourse-pragmatic accounts ofdirect
speech reporting. I will review Tannen's work on 'constructed dialogue* and various other
studies ofdirect speech quotation inconversation and other contexts. Finally, Iwill look at
the literature on quotatives.
Traditional accounts of reported speech
Traditional accounts ofreported speech distinguish betweenDirect ReportedSpeech
(sometimes also calledDirect Quotation) and IndirectReportedSpeech. The distinguishing
criterion has usually been considered the relationship between the report and the reported or
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original utterance: direct reported speech is said to report thewords of theoriginal speaker
verbatim, whereas indirect reported speech is said to express thecontent or thesense ofwhat
was originally said, but not necessarilythe form, i.e., the words. Take, for example, the
account of reportedspeech givenby oneof themost authoritative reference grammars of
English: The Comprehensive Grammar oftheEnglish Language(hereinafter: CGEL) by
Quirk et al. (1985):
"Durect speechpurports to give the exactwords that someone(whomaybe the
reporter) utters or has uttered in speechor in writing. Indirect speech, on the other
hand, conveys in the words ofwhat has been said or written by the original speaker or
writer (who againmay be the sameperson as the reporter). Contrast the direct speech
in [1] with the indirect speech in [la]:
David said to me after the meeting, 'In my opinion, the arguments in favour of
radical changes in the curriculum are not convincing.' [1]
David said to me after the meeting that in his opinion the arguments in favour of
radical changes in the curriculumwere not convincmg. [la]" (Quirk et al. 1985:
1021)
In traditional accoimts, reported speech is seen as a neat two-term system in which a
series of syntactic transformations carried out on direct speech allows to transform it into
indirect speech. These syntactic transformations involve pronoun shift, tense shift, mood
shift, and embedding ofthe reported clause in a matrix sentence dominated by a verb of
saying or communication. A paradigmatic example of this theoretical approach to reported
speech, with its syntactic and deictic shifts, is presented by Lyons (1968):
"Take for instance a passage such as the following: The prime minister said that he
deeply regretted the incident. He would do everything he could to ensure that it did
not happen again. On the following day he would confer with his colleagues. He was
confident that... Once again, passages ofthis kind are best accounted for in two
stages: first of all, by describing a set of independent sentences in their 'direct' form
(I deeply regret...; I will do everything I can..,; Tomorrow I will confer...; I am
confident that...) and then, by specifying the secondary grammatical rules which will
transpose each of these sentences into the corresponding 'indirect' form when they
occur in sequence after a 'verb of saying'." (Lyons 1968: 174)
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Looking at this quote from Lyon's Introduction to theoretical linguistics it is clear
thatunderlying treatments such as thatin theCGEL is a theoretical, purely syntactical
approachto reported speech. The CGELin turn informsmany non corpus-basedESL/EFL
grammars, which, aswe have seenin the section "Reported Speechin ESL/EFLtextbooks
and grammars"present a treatmentof reportedspeech that has been criticised in recent
discourse-based work such as.Yule et al. (1992), Yule (1993, 1995), Carter & McCarthy
(1995) and McCarthy & Carter (1995).
Discourse-pragmatic accounts of reported speech
The limitations oftraditional or syntactic approaches to reported speech have been
noted by a number ofresearchers who have pointed out the inadequacy of traditional .
approaches to account for the complexity of speech reporting in discourse. Volosinov's
account of speech reporting is often cited in the literature on direct speech as the first attempt
to account for the properties ofreported speech in discourse. Criticising Peskovskij's
grammatical transformation approach, Volosinov ([1929] 1978) argues:
"Peskovskij makes a typical grammarian's error. His mech^cal, purely grammatical
model of translating reported speech from one pattern to another, without the
appropriate stylistic reshaping, is nothing but a bogus and highly objectionable way
ofmanufacturing classroom exercises in grammar. This sort ofimplementation ofthe
patterns of speech reporting has nothing remotely to do with their real existence in a
language. The patterns express some tendency in oneperson's active reception of
another's speech." (Volosinov, 1978: 160)
Thediscourse-pragmatic approach hasbeentaken up from a theoretical perspective
also in Bansfield (1982) and Coulmas (1985). Both Coulmas andBanfield criticise sentence
approaches to reported speechon the basisof various categories of utterances that are
problematic formechanical treatments of speech reporting, even though from different'
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theoretical contexts: Banfield in an attempt to dealwith the syntax of speech reporting within
a variant ofthe Extended Standard Theory,Coulmas from the perspectiveofpragmatics.
Discussing the difference betweendirectand indirect speech,Coulmas observes that
"where direct speech is expressive, indirect speech is descriptive". He shows that the more
expressive elements an utterancecontains, themore changes are necessary for reporting it in
indirect speech. Further, Coulmas identifies"'restrictions* on the kinds of expressionsthat
cannot, or should not, be expectedto occurin indirect speech" (45), i.e., a numberof
elements ofdirect speech that do not occur in indirect speech, such as expressive elements
(inteijections, directly addressed invectives, curses, etc.); terms of address; intonation;
sentence moods (imperative, hortative, interrogative); elliptical sentences; discourse
organizing signals (starters, pause fillers, hesitation signals, etc.); and other elements such as
false starts, self-correction, repetition, etc. (48).
Direct Speech in Conversation
Reported speech as Constructed Dialogue
A nimiber of studies observe that the reporting ofwhat was said in direct speech
forms in conversation is more likely to be a construction ofthe reporter than a verbatim
report ofthe speech ofany reportee. The most vigorous advocate of this reinterpretation of
the nature ofdirect speech (or direct quotation) in conversation is Deborah Tannen, who
argues that "the term "reported" speech is a misnomer'* in that ^Svhat is commonlyreferredto
as reported speech or directquotation in conversation is constructed dialogue, just as surely •
as is the dialogue created by fiction writers and playwrights" (1986: 311). Tannen reiterates
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this point in a number ofarticles and book chapters (Tannen 1982,1986,1988, 1989) in
which she compares oral and literal strategies in literature (fiction) and spontaneous
conversation arguing that "ordinary conversation and literary discourse have more in
common than has been commonly thought" (1988: 89).
Taimen argues that "constructed dialogue in conversation and in fiction is a means by
which experience surpasses story to become drama" (1986: 312; See also Tannen 1988). She
fiulher argues that through drama the speaker creates interpersonal involvement: "the
creation ofdrama fi-ompersonal experience and hearsay is made possible by and
simultaneously creates interpersonal involvement among speaker or writer and audience"
(1986: 313; See also Tannen 1988). In other words, for Tannen, direct speech in
conversation resembles direct speech in fiction in two ways: first, it is a creation ofthe
speaker, a construct, and as such "a means by which experience surpasses story" (1986: 312);
second, it creates emotional "involvement" betweenthe speaker and his audience. It creates
involvement in the sensethat it provides '^ particulars" bywhich speakers and listeners
collaborate in imagining andparticipating in similar worlds; by recognizing particularsand
reconstructing themfirom remembered associations with otherparticulars, listenerscan
imagine thescenes inwhich those particulars could occur, and in this waytheycan
understand and appreciate a story. Thus, Tannen identifies in thenotion of "particularity" the
key tothecreation of emotional involvement betweenwriter/speaker andreader/listener:
'*the casting ofthoughts andspeech in dialogue creates particular scenes and characters, and
it is the particular which moves readers byestablishing and building ona sense of
identification between speaker orwriter and audience" (1988: 92).
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In a later contribution, Tannen (1989) discusses her reinterpretationof"reported
speech" as "constructed dialogue" more thoroughly and, by analysing examples more
closely, distinguishes several types ofconstructed dialogue: dialogue representing what
wasn't said, dialogue as instantiation (dialogue offered as an instantiation ofa general
phenomenon), choral dialogue (dialogue offered as an instantiation of whatmanypeople
said), dialogue as inner speech (dialoguereportingthoughts), the inner speech ofothers
(dialoguepresenting the thoughts ofa characterother than oneself), dialogue constructedby
a listener (when a listener constructs dialogueappropriate to someone else*s narrative),
fadeout, fadein (dialogue fading from indirect to direct), dialogue including vague referents,
and dialogue cast in the persona ofa nonhuman speaker.
For the purposes ofthis study, the interest ofTannen's work lies not only in her
redefinition of 'direct speech' or direct quotation' as 'constructed dialogue' - a redefinition
which, as we will see, has remained seminal - but also in her attention to how the dialogue is
introduced and thus to dialogue introducers or 'quotatives', as we will see more in detail in
the section "Be like", below in this chapter.
Other approaches to direct reported speech
While the work by Taimen on constructed dialogue in conversational storytelling has
been very influential, it is not the onlywork that has been done on direct reported speech. In
this sectionI providean overview of otherstudies of direct speech. Mostofthese studies
look at the functions ofdirect speech in conversational narrative, while a few others
investigatethe fimctions ofdirect speech in non-narrative discourse.
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Macaulay(1987) analysesquoteddirect speech in the oral narratives ofthe
mhabitants ofAyr, in Southwest Scotland. Observing that although the use of quoteddirect
speech is not necessary to convey the prepositional contentofthe utterance, quoteddirect
speech is muchmore common than indirect speech in the narratives analysed in his study,
Macaulay sets out to explore what purpose the use ofdirect speech serves. He identifies a
number of functions ofquoted direct speech in the narratives: indirection, embedded
evaluation, mimicry, taboo expressions, authenticity, translation, selfquotation. Here I only
review the most important of these functions.
Macaulay shows that one important function ofquoted direct speech is expressing
indirection, in the sense that quoted direct speech is able to convey information implicitly
that it might be more awkward to express explicitly. Another important function ofquoted
direct speech, according to Macaulay, is the expression ofwhat Labov (1972) has called
'embedded' or ^internal' evaluation. While in extemal evaluation the narrator gives the
justification about why the story is reportable or worth telling exphcitly, in internal
evaluation the point of the story is conveyed through the story itself, including the remarks of
another person. Macaulay observes that the function of embedded evaluation is one ofthe
most fi-equent uses ofquoted direct speechpresumablybecause responsibility for the remark
is clearlyattributed to someone otherthan the speaker. Authenticity is anothermajor
function ofquoteddirect speech because"the assumption imderlying the use ofquoted direct
speech in narratives is that the speakeris reportingwhat was actually said" (14).
Macaulay criticizes Tannen's claim that all reported speechor direct quotation in
conversation is constructed dialogue: heargues that because there is evidence that people
have a substantial memory for sm^ace structure and not justmeaning in experiments testing
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recall ofdialogue, it is not unreasonable that speakers should be able to recall specific
remarks that made an impression on them, in non-experimental situations where there is
emotional involvement. He argues that "it is equally hard to show that quoted direct speech
is always constructed as it is to show that it has been recalled accurately" (15).
Mayes (1990) addresses the question ofwhether direct quotations are really
quotations, in the sense ofhow authentic they are, ofwhether they represent actual previous
utterances or whether instead they are inventions of the speaker. Mayes shows that many
direct quotes in informal spoken discourse are invented and that speakers seem to prefer
direct quotes over indirect quotes. She found that at least 50% ofthe direct quotes in her data
do not represent actual previous utterances, and argues that this supports the suggestion that
speakers are using direct quotes for specific discourse functions. Mayes identifies two main
discourse functions of the use of directquotation in conversation: 1) evaluative: direct speech
is used to effectively dramatise key elements in narrative; 2) evidential: direct quotation is
used as evidence which allows the speaker to present a more believable story.
Thus, Mayes, like Macaulay (1987), identifies in Labov's concept of internal
evaluation one of themain functions of the use of directquotation in conversation. As
mentionedabove, for Labov, internal evaluation is implicit in that it is containedinside the
story itself: thenarrator shows rather than tells theaudience what thepoint is, and very often
avails himselfofdirect quotation. Direct quotation is one type of internal evaluation. It is
used to show what the point ofa story is and to dramatise it.
The second most important function ofdirect quotation for Mayes is that ofproviding
evidence. The basis ofthis function lies in "the popular beliefthat direct quotes are exact
and, therefore, more factual or reliable than indirect quotes" (353). As an example of
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quotation used as evidence, Mayes cites a talk show story about a wedding disaster. In
telling the story, the speaker quotes an expert to increase her credibility, since the story was
somewhat unbelievable. The story is indeed about a bride (the storyteller) whose lung was
punctured by a corsage pin, the night before her wedding, while she was being hugged by a
guest. Afterwards, when she became dizzy and short ofbreath, nobody would believe she
was seriously injured. The speaker quotes an expert (a radiologist) to provide evidence that,
as incredible as it sounds, the corsage did puncture her lung.
For the purposes of this study, one of the most interesting aspects ofMayes' study is
her notion ofa continuum from quotes which could be authentic renditions to quotes which
are unquestionably invented. Mayes indeed agrees with Tannen's claim that it is not possible
that direct quotes could be exact repetitions ofprevious utterances and th^efore direct
quotation is 'constructed dialogue', but she adds the notion ofa continuum from authenticity
to invention. Mayes divides the continuum into four categories: 1) plausible quotes; 2)
improbable quotes; 3) highly improbable quotes; 4) impossible quotes. She uses two types of
evidence to place a quote in a category: intemal evidence ("lexical or syntactic evidence
inside the quote itself or inside the utterance containing the quote that indicates that the quote
is (or may be) invented." (331)) and situational evidence("evidence concerning the entire
discourse situation thatcasts doubt on thequote" (331)). Mayes' studyis interesting forthe
purposes ofthis present study as I will draw onMayes' framework for the classification of
direct quotes andthe analysis of thediscourse fimction of the quotatives.
The evidential discoixrse function ofdirect quotation is taken up byHolt (1996), who
shows that direct reported speech is "an effective and economical way ofnot only reporting a
previous interaction but also giving evidence regarding what was said" (221). Holt contends
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that theuseof direct reported speech in conversation has an evidential function as it is used
to provide evidenceofa previous commentor interaction.
A most influential account ofdirect reported speech in conversation is Clark &
Gerrig's (1990), who argue that quotation is a kindof demonstration, a non-serious depiction
of the words of another. Clark & Gerrig argue that demonstrationsdiffer from descriptions
and indications in twomain ways: 1) they are non serious actions; 2) they depict, rather than
describe, their referents only selectively. As a consequence, quotations too are non-serious
actions and selective depictions. Moreover, speakers aren*t necessarilycommitted to trying
to reproduce a source utterance verbatim. Indeed, Clark& Gerrig, likeTannen, argueagainst
the verbatim assimiption of traditional characterizations of reported speech:
..] almost every argument we have adduced for the demonstration theory is also an
argument against the verbatim assumption. By our account, what speakers commit
themselves to in a quotation is the depiction of selected aspects of the referent.
Verbatim reproduction per se has nothing to do with it." (795)
While most of the work on direct reported speech has traditionally considered
reported speech in narratives, some recent work on direct reported speech looks at the
occurrence ofdirect speech in non-narrative discoiu'se.
Baynham (1996), for example, analyses the use of direct speech in non-narrative
contexts in classroom discourse, more specifically in a corpus ofrecordings ofadult
mathematical discourse. Baynham argues for a situated account ofspeech reporting, which
is sensitive andtakes intoaccount of its fractions in particular discourse contexts. Baynham
tackles theissueofwhether it is adequate to treatdirect speech reporting as theverbatim
reproduction of anoriginal utterance, and argues that theanalysis of speech reporting innon-
nairative discourse contexts further calls into question the verbatim assumption, in that the
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functions of reported speech in the data analysed are much more diverse than the simple
reproduction of an original utterance.
Baynham also criticizes Tannen's idea of constructed dialogue: he argues that the
focus on constructed dialogue leads to a loss of the grammatical relationship between direct
and indirect speech and other polyvocal strategies for referring to the ^eech ofothers in
discourse. Baynham calls for the necessity to look at "the alternation ofreported speech with
othermeans of referring to acts of speaking, includingindirect speech reporting" (68).
Myers (1999) looks at the use ofdirect r^orted speech in focus groups (i.e.: a
moderated discussion between selectedparticipants led througha topic by a moderator).
Myers argues that reported speech always suggests a shift in frame (in the sense of
GofiSnan's frame shift from theprimary frame thatwe take to be immediate reality, to
another frame shared for the purposes ofthe interaction) and that the shift can focus attention
ondifferent aspects of the reported utterance, such as setting, factuality, positioning and
wording. Myers uses these shifts to categorise fimctions of reported speech in the focus
groups. He draws onClark&Gerrig's (1990) distinction between "direct experience" and
"detachment" to identifydifferent interpretations withinthe four fimctions mentioned above
(setting, factuality, positioning, and wording). He explains that this taxonomy ofreported
speech serves to link the conception ofreported speech as depicting and detaching speech to
the various uses observed in focus groups, andcan account for the formal features
characteristic of focus groups, butnotof literary texts and grammar books.
Thus, Myers, like Baynham, points to the need for accounts ofdirect speech that are
more sensitive to context, and stresses that the fimctions ofreported speech are more
complex than what is suggested by studies ofwritten, and particularly ofliterary language.
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He concludes stating that his work supports Baynham's, McCarthy's and others' contention
that "language learners need much more than direct/indirect speech exercises of some books.
Different as these studies are, they all suggest, as does mine, that learners should start, not
with a grammatical question (what tense? what pronoun?) but with a discourse analytical
question: why do people quote?" (397).
Types of quotatives
Zero Quotatives
In an article presenting a classification of types of constructed dialogue similar-
though much lesscomprehensive - to theonediscussed byTannen (1986, 1988, 1989), Yule
(1995) also notes constructed dialogue attributed to a non-human 'persona', 'zero
quotatives', constructed dialogue as future possible thought rather than utterance, and
dialoguegivingvoice to thoughts, feelings, and attitudes.
Asmentioned above, indeed, Tannen's redefinition ofreported speech as constructed
dialogue hasbeenveryinfluential. One remarkable study in this lineof research isMathis &
Yule (1994)'s Zero Quotatives, anin-depth study ofdirect speech forms presented with no
introducing verb orattributed speaker. Analysing occurrences ofzero quotatives in the
casual conversational speech ofAmerican women, Mathis &Yule found that zero quotatives
are used for a range ofdramatic purposes, inanimiber ofsituations where a fiill quotative
form (such as say, go, and belike) would bepossible but isnotused. Ina large number of
cases, zero quotatives areusedwhen, in representing an interaction where two distinct
participants have been identified, the speaker presents what each participant says in
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sequence, without introductory quotative frames, to achieve a dramatic effect (for example,
the urgencyofthe interaction being reported) which cannotbe achievedwith the presenceof
full quotatives. Zero quotatives are also found when a speaker is giving voice to her attitude,
or the attitude ofanother character, in direct speech form, in reports where no actual
interaction is being reported. Another use ofdirect speech forms with zero quotatives is
when a second speaker adds his voice to the construction of a reported interaction, thus
echoing in paraphrase the attitude ofthe first speaker, and supplying a line ofdialogue. In
these cases, the zero quotative allows the speakers to show their strongly convergent
behaviour and stress their similarity by constructing utterances which may be spoken by
either speaker. Finally, zero quotatives occur in sites when utterances attributed to another
character are clearly marked as being constructed rather than reported. Here, again, speakers
merge their voices to become that of a character and "underscore their sameness" (75).
Mathis & Yule (1994)'s account ofzero quotatives is the most comprehensive and in-
depth in the literature; however, the phenomenon ofdirect speech quotation presented with
no introducing verb or attributed speaker had been previously analysed by Tannen (1986,
1988) in a study comparing the fonns and functions ofconversational and literary narrative
in AmericanEnglish and modem Greek. Tannenfoimd that 'zero quotatives', which she
calls *unintroduced dialogue', accounted for 26% in the American stories and for a
comparable 22% in the Greek stories. While the use ofno lexicalised introducer was found
to account for a significant percentage of all four discourse types under examination
(American conversational and literarynarrative, andGreek conversational and literary
narrative), what is surprisingis the fact thatthe percentage of imintroduced quotes was larger
(rather than smaller) in the conversational narratives than in fiction, tannen explains that
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this is possible thanks to the great versatility of the human voice, which allows speakers to
change their 'footing' from that ofnarrator to that of character, and to present the dialogue of
characters without introducing them, by talking on their voices by shifts in pitch, amplitude,
voice quality, prosody and pacing.
The phenomenon ofthe presentation ofdirect speech quotation with the omission of
the reporting verb is also briefly taken up by Romaine and Lange (1991), who call it "bold,
unframed or unbracketed reporting" (235).
Be like
Stem (1995) reports that like occurs "a staggering 9,010 per million" words in the
LongmanSpokenAmericanCorpus, a fivemillionwords databasegathered from 12regions
across the United States, used for the compilation ofLongman dictionaries. Since Americans
say likeonce in every 110words, like is "a word that warrantsmuchmore attention", notes
Stem. As she points out, indeed, like isnotalways just "themeaningless filler of space that
itmight seem tobeat first glance" (5): like is often used with the auxiliary verb beto
introduce direct speech, as a substitute ofsay and go, as in ...another song comes andshe's
like, you wanna go dance?AndI'mjust like...alright (7).
The use of be + likeas directspeech quotative was first attestedin 1982in an
Editor's Note inthe journalAmerican Speech by Butters, who points out the use of"to be
(usually followed by like) where what is being quoted is an unuttered thought" (1982: 149).
Schoump (1985) accounts for be + like as direct speech quotative among the non-standard
uses oflike, where "non-standard" refers to the fact that they are not accounted
for/mentioned in the Webster's Third International Dictionary". Schoump says that "like in
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its quotative use introduces [...] a direct discourse rendering ofwhat someone was thinking"
(44) and reports that informants using the construction be + like as a quotative claim that "it
prefaces not direct retrospective reports ofspeech, but internal speaker reactions - what the
speaker had in mind to say but did not, or how the speaker felt at the time" (44). Schoump
presents an interesting comparison between like and prides in five different languages
which, as the English like, function both as particlesmeaning like and as direct speech
introducers. According to Schourup, this functional correspondence supports the analysis of
the origin of the quotative use of like as a way of conveying **the approximate nature of
.direct discourse reports" (47).
The use ofbe like as quotative is noted also by Tannen (1986, 1989) in her work on
constructed dialogue. For Tannen, the quotative be + like "functions as a formulaic
introducer [...]. If the literalmeaningfunctions at all, it is to suggest that the dialogue is not
being quoted but simply represents thekindof thing thatcharacter wassaying or'thinking."
(1986: 321) Thus,much in linewith Schourup, Tannen underlines the use of liketo
introduce approximate reports ofspeech and thought.
Inher comparison pf the forms and functions of conversational and literary narrative
inAmerican English and modem Greek, Tannen (1986, 1988) found that the most fi-equent
introducers in all four types of discourse imderconsideration - American andGreek
conversation and fiction - were forms ofthe verb say. But, while inthe Greek spoken stories
forms ofsay constituted 71% ofthe introducers, in American spoken stories, forms ofsay
accounted only for 43% ofthe introducers, adifference partly accounted for by the use, in
American English, ofbe like, tell, and go, none ofwhich has acounterpart in Greek. In
Tannen's studygo and like accounted for 21% ofthe English introducers (13% and 8%
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respectively), while unintroduced dialogue (Yule's "zero quotatives") accounted for 26% in
the American stories and for a comparable 22% in the Greek stories.
Blyth et al.'s (1990) small scale study based on interviews to 30 informants in New
York is the first in-depth analysis of the discourse function ofbe like. Pointing out that, while
most quotatives introduce either direct speech or inner monologue, the new quotative be like
can introduce both kinds ofreported speech, Blyth et al. argue that the quote which follows
be like may represent a thought, a state ofmind, or inner monologue, and therefore may be
interpreted ^ never having been uttered" (222). They contend that the discourse function of
be like as an introducer of thoughts, states ofbeing, or inner monologue is related to its
aspectual difference with other quotatives. Quotatives usually introduce an instantiation of
speech which is typically conceived as a punctual or perfective event. While with the
quotatives say andgo, theaspectual difference is grammaticalised so that theprogressive
form marks continuous aspect, with be like aspect is not grammaticalised {be is a stative
verb) and is highlycontext-sensitive. Blyth et al. claim thatbe like maybe eitherperfective
(introducing a completed and punctual speech act) orimperfective according to its discourse
function: "when belike is interpreted asimperfective it introduces a thought, inner
monologue, ora gestalt which summarizes the speaker's frame ofmind; when perfective it
introduces direct speech" (222). Blyth et al. argue that be like reconciles "the apparent
conflict between aperfective speech act and an imperfective state ofmind", typical of
narrative discourse, where imperfective actions or states form the descriptive backgroimd for
the foregrounded perfective actions (223). Theymake an interesting comparison between be
like and the quotative think, as think, be like allows the speaker to present thought as direct
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speech, thus rendering it more salient; however, be like differs from think in that it may
introduce either direct speech or inner monologue.
Finally, Blyth et al. foimd that say and go behave similarly in that they are both
predominantly used with the third person singular, while be like is rarely used in the third
person singular. This finding is important, as we will see, not only in the light of later
quantitative studies of the use of be like as direct speech quotative, but also in the light of
findings of this present study.
Romaine & Lange's (1991) is the first and up to now only exhaustive study ofthe
historical origins ofbe like as an introducer ofspeech and thought. Their data consists in a
total of ahnost 80 instances of likeused in the new function ofquotativeofspeech and
thought, fi-om recordings of teenagers andadults, andfrom various media sources. Although
the bulkofthe study is a reconstruction of the processandmechanism of grammaticalization
of this new use of like as a marker ofspeech and thought, the study also contributes
significantly to the discussion of the discursive fimctions and the sociolinguistic distribution
ofbe likeas a quotative ofdialogue and thought.
Romaine &Lange (1991) present a thorough reconstruction of theongoing
grammaticalization of be like as anintroducer of speech and thought. Showing that
languages differ greatly in the extent towhich they distinguish grammatically between direct
and indirect speech, they suggest that "discourses introduced bylike blur theboundaries
between direct arid indirect representations ofboth speech and thought report" (235).
Romaine and Lange identify two important functions ofthe use oflike: (1) its use to
demarcate roles inthespeech event through thealternation between like and other verbs of
saying, such as say and go; (2) its use to convey aspects ofthe speaker's subjectivity, such as
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feelings and thoughts. They argue that these functions can be best understood by applying
Goffinan's (1981) notion ofFooting, i.e. the social and dramatic roles of speaker and hearer
in conversation, hi this perspective, the alternation among go, like and say has the function
of signalling changes in what Goffman calls Production Format^ that is the different
combinations of speaker and hearer roles. Romaine and Lange, however, point out that *the
choice of a verb of saying has implications which go beyond the presentation of self and
extends to consideration such as what one undertakes to say/repeat not only to others, but
also ofothers" (243). More specifically, he like can be used to report the discourse ofothers
when the speaker wants to convey little commitment to what was actually said or thought.
Thus, the construction of be like not only blurs the distinction between the dhect and the
indirect mode ofreporting, but also the distinction between speech and thought: "since there
is a subtle and often fuzzy boundary between reported speech and thought, like is a good
choice since it creates only an exampleof something that could have been said or thought
without implyingthe kind ofcommitment that say does." (263)
Finally,Romaine and Langeprovide a convincing explanationofthe sociolinguistic
distribution ofbe likeand ofthe fact that it is most frequently found in the informal
conversational style of young people, especially women: theyargue that the reason whylike
as a quotative of direct speech is found mainly in the speech ofwomen andyoung people Ues
in the fact that direct speech is a feature ofwhat Tannen calls "mvolved conversational
style"; dialogue isperceived as more vivid because the emotive and affective aspects of
speech aredifficult to incorporate in the indirect mode, dialogue creates involvement because
it allows listeners to imagine the recounted action or speech rather than hearing about it.
Romaine and Lange point out that the primacy ofdhect speech on indirect speech can be
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seen also in children's language development. Moreover, it has been proved that women's
group talk is characterised by the use of features creating affect and emotional involvement
and the use of strategies reinforcing group communication rather than provoking conflict and
competition. Thus, "to the extent that like can be used to convey thought at the same time as
it allows the speaker some leeway in commitment to what was said by another, it is
consistent with many of the goals and values associated with the female communicative
style." (269)
Ferrara and Bell (1995) present an updated and comprehensive account ofthe
development ofthe sociolinguistic diffusion ofthe use ofbe like as dialogue introducer. The
study is based on 284 instances ofbe like drawn from three corpora oftape-recorded
narratives, collected in 1990, 1992, and 1994, from 405 informants in Texas, aged 8-86.
Ferrara&Bell provideevidence thatwhile, in 1990(as documented byRomaine andLange
1991), be likewas usedpredominantly by college-aged females, by 1992 the quotative was
used approximatelyequallyby males and femalesunder the age of forty. Beside
demonstrating that the form has gained in frequency andhas diffused wellbeyond the areas
inwhich it has been attested byprevious studies (Ohio, New York, North Carolina,
Washington DC)andis spreading equally among various ethnicities, Ferrara andBell
provide quantitative evidence that the form isbeing grammaticalised for third-person as well
as first-person quotation. Indeed, their study shows that while in 1992 third person usage of
be like accounted for 33% oftotal usage, in1994 third person usage accounted for 47% of
total usage.
The most interesting part ofthe study, however, lies probably inthe contribution to
the discussion ofthe discourse function ofthe new quotative. Ferrara and Bell claim that the
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fact that the use of be like has increasingly spread into third person usage shows that the
discourse function of the quotative is also expanding to include introduction ofspeech. They
argue that the ability of be like to introduce constructed dialogue, thought and quotable
gestures is determined by variation and expansion from a "core, paradigmatic case" (282),
and to better explain the paradigmatic case of be like they apply Goffinan's concept of
"Response Cries", i.e. "openly theatrical, conventionalized utterances meant to clearly
dociunent or index the presumed inner state of the transmitter". (282)
Finally, there is evidence that the use of be like as quotative ofdirect speech is being
expanded from the United States not only to other varieties ofEnglish, such as British and
Canadian EngHsh (Tagliamonte & Hudson 1999), Scottish English (Macaulay 2001) and
Irish English (O'Keeffe 2002), but also to otherEuropean languages, such as German.
Golato (2000), for example, presents a detailedaccountofthe Germanquotative und ich so
('and I'm like').
\
Go
The use ofgo as direct speechquotative (as in "So Georgecomes at Louiswith the
knife and Louis goes, 'Don'tcut me, don'tcut me, I'll do anything, justout upthat blade.'"
Butters 1980: 305) was first documented in American Speech byButters (1980),
who calls thephenomenon 'narrative go 'say". Butters points outthat the fact that theuse of
go as direct speech quotative isofnew formation isstrongly suggested bythe fact that it is
not accounted for in the dictionaries he consulted; in addition, he says, the form iscommonly
used by yoimg speakers.
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Butters notes that go as direct speech quotative usually occurs in the present tense,
even when past time is indicated, although the use in the past tense is also permitted. He
further notes that the form has not spread to indirect reported speech and interrogatives, as
sentences like *He went that you are crazy and *what did he go? are ungrammatical. -Butters
points out that go may also be used "to introduce the mimicking ofbodily actions, gestures,
and postures, and thus has a somewhat broader range than mere say*^ (305). Finally, Butters
suggests a possible explanation for the etymological change that has allowed go to become a
quotative ofdirect speech.
The use ofgo as direct speech quotative is taken up by Shourup (1982) who claims
that "there is only one generally applicable verb in English that unambiguouslycues listeners
to the onsetof a directquotation, and that is the recent semantic extension ofgo" (148).
Shourup means thatwhena quoteis introduced with say, as in John said, "I wasresponsible
for Lauren'sfailure. since speakers arewithout thebenefit of quotation marks, ambiguity
mayresult: it is unclear whetherin the preceding sentence it is John or the speaker who is
claimed tobe responsible for Lauren's failure. Thus, according to Schourup, go solves a
small problem in spoken Englishfor thosewhouse it. Schourup also claimsthat the factthat
narrative go 'say' has not spread to indirect speech introduction is notsurprising, asofit had
it would lose its function as quote marker.
There is evidence that go asdirect speech quotative iswidely used inCanadian,
British, Scottish, and Irish English. The quotative use ofgo is indeed accounted for in the
Longman Grammar ofSpoken and Written English (hereinafter, Longman Grammar, 1999;
1119), which includes examples of the quotative use ofgoboth from theAmerican ^d the
British component of the corpus on which it is based {Longman Spoken and Written English
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(LSWE) Corpus)', in O'Keeffe's study of the use ofreporting forms in a sub-corpus of
young Irish women's casual conversations from the Limerick Corpus ofIrish English
(O'Keeffe 2002); in Tagliamonte &Hudson's (1999) study of the quotative system of
contemporary British and Canadian youth; and, finally, in Macaulay's (2001) study ofthe
quotative expressions ofGlasgow adolescents. Macualay found that go is used more
frequently in the past tense.
Be all
While the literature on be like is extensive, and other quotative forms such as go and
zero quotatives have been accoimted for in various papers, systematic accounts of the direct
speechquotative be all are practicallynon-existent. Theuse ofbe all as direct speech
quotative is however accoimted for in the Longman Grammar,which includes a few
examples taken from the American English component of theLSWECorpus, suchasHe was
all 'Well, I -wanted tostayoutof it.' (AmE) (1120). Finally, Macaulay (2001: 6)cites a paper
presented atNew Ways ofAnalysing Variation (NWAVE)-28 byIgoe et al.^, who reported
on 311 quotatives collected by an introductory sociolinguistics class at theUniversity of
Pennsylvania, 18 ofwhich were ofbe all. Macaulay specifies that theexamples ofbeall
were all provided by Califomians, and adds that there is no evidence so far that this form has
been adopted further east.
Igoe M., N. Lamb, J. Oilman, R. Kim. 1999. The further grammaticalization ofbe like and some observations
on be all Paper given at NWAVE—28, University ofToronto, October 1999. Cited inMacaulay (2001: 6).
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Summary
In this chapter I have reviewed Hteraturepointing to the Umitations of sentence-based
approaches to reported speech; I have discussed the literature on reported speech in
conversation, and reviewed studies ofquotatives.
This review of literature in reported speech and quotatives has shown that research on
direct quotation in spoken English has been mostly based on conversation, and more
specifically on narrative, or conversational storytelling. Only few studies (Baynham 1996,
Myers 19990, indeed, have looked at direct speech in non-narrative discourse. Similarly, all
studies of quotativeshave been based on small samplesofquotatives drawn firom tape-
recordednarratives firom informants firom one single dialect area (New York in Blyth et al.
1990), Washington DC inRomaine &Lange 1991, Texas inFerrara&Bell 1995) andhave
only looked at the newquotative be like. In otherwords, there are no studies providing
quantitative, empirical evidence of theuseof thenewquotatives go and be all, while
quantitative studies of be like may notbeconsidered representative ofAmerican English as
they arenot basedon principled, representative corpora. Furthermore, none of the studies on
direct quotation reviewed here hasadopted a corpus-based approach.
Thus, this chapter points to two main gaps in the literature ondirect speech and the
new quotatives: 1) the need for studies looking atquotation and quotatives inother registers
ofspoken interaction, particularly registers ofspoken Academic EngHsh; 2) the need for
empirical, corpus-based studies ofthe new quotatives, based on principled, diverse corpora.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
In this chapter I introduce the methodology used for the analysis of the use of the new
quotatives be like, go, be all in contemporary spoken American English. I first describe the
corpora used in the study, and procedures ofdata retrieval, data selection and data storage. I
then illustrate the types and procedures ofquantitative analysis carried out in the study.
Finally, I describe the framework I designed for the analysis of the discourse-pragmatic
function ofthe quotatives, and specify the steps in the analysis ofdiscourse function.
As mentioned in Chapter I, I look at present tense and simple past tense forms ofthe
new quotatives be like, go, be all. In order to obtain a broader picture of their frequency of
use and oftheir discourse-pragmatic use, however, I compare them with the more
'traditional' quotative say. In other words, I use the,standard quotative say as an 'anchor' for
comparison with new quotatives.
Also, I only look at simplepresent and simplepast tense forms ofbe like, go, be all,
say when used with grammatical subjects referring to persons; that is, I do not consider forms
ofbe like, be all, go and say when used in association with existential it.
Corpora
This corpus-based study of directspeechquotatives is basedon datadrawnfrom threesmall
corporaof contemporary spokenAmerican English: Conversation, Service Encounters and
Office Hours. All corpora include text files and are untagged. The corpora are described
below. In order to provide amore detailed picture ofthe corpora, I also briefly overview the
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corpora from which they are drawn, the Longman Corpus ofSpoken and Written English,
and the TOEFL-2000 Spoken and Written Academic English Corpus, focusing on the spoken
component of these corpora.
1. The Longman Spoken and Written English (LSWE) Corpus: Conversation
The LSWE Corpus contains over 40 million words (40,025,700) of text and 37,244
texts mostly produced after 1980, representing four registers: News, Conversation, Fiction,
and Academic Prose. The LSWE Corpus was originally designed to include 10 million
words in each register, evenly distributed between subcorpora ofBritish and American
English. However, the final size of each subcorpus is slightly different from the initial target,
and ranges from 2.5 million to 5.4 million words. The LSWE Corpus also includes two
supplementary registers: non conversational speech and general prose.
The subcorpus for conversation is definedas "probably themost representative
sampling compiled to date" (Biberet al. 1999: 28), as it is much largerthan previouscorpora
of conversation and has been collected in "genuinely natural settings" (28). TheBritish
component of the conversational subcorpus is apart of the BritishNational Corpus (BNC)
and comprises 3,436 texts for a totalof3,929,500 words. TheAmerican component hasbeen
collected by ProfessorJacques DuBois andhis teamat theUniversityof California at Santa
Barbara and includes 329 texts for a total of2,480,800 words. The sampling forboth
components was carried out following demographical criteria, i.e. a set ofinformants
representing the range ofEnglish speakers inthe country across age, sex, social class,
regional spread, was identified. The informants were then asked to tape-record all their
conversational interactions over aperiod ofaweek. The demographic sampling ofthe
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conversation is what ensures the representativeness of the corpus, i.e. it ensures that the
corpus be not skewed toward one particular regional dialect, conversational register, etc.
The American English component of the conversation subcorpus includes
conversations from 491 participants, 292 females and 199 speakers; most speakers are aged
less than 50 (112 are less than 21,114 aged 21-30, 94 aged 31-40, 82 aged 41-50), while
speakersover 50 are about a fifth of the sample (51 aged 51-60, 38 aged over 61) (30).
Conversation
The Conversation corpusused in the present studyis a subcomponent of the
American English component ofthe LSWE Corpus subcorpus for conversation. It includes
65 text files, for a totalof approximately 425,000 words. As a subcomponent of theLSWE
Conversation corpus, it maybe considered representative of contemporary spoken American
English.
2. The TOEFX, 2000 Spoken and Written English Academic Language (T2K-
SWAL) Corpus: Service Encounters and Office Hours
The T2K-SWALcorpuswas compiledin 1998, under commissionofthe Educational
Testing Services (ETS), as part ofamajor revision ofthe Test ofEnglish as aForeign
Language (TOEFL). Overall, the corpus consists ofover 2,7 million words (2,737,168) and
includes 423 texts. Itwas compiled with the primary goal ofproviding "arepresentative
basis for test construction and validation" (Biber et al. 2001: 49), and was designed to fill the
gap represented bythe lack ofrepresentative text collections ofacademic registers,
particularly spokenacademic registers.
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The spoken componentofthe corpusconsistsof about 1.65millionwords
(1,665,516) and the registers represented include lectures and interactive classes, classroom
managementactivities, study groups,officehours consultations, and campus-related service
encounters (Biber et al. 2001; Douglas & Nissan 2001). All register categories (lectures,
classes, labs, etc.) include an even distributionofgraduate- and undergraduate-level texts,
and cover subdisciplines in six major disciplines:natural science, humanities, business,
engineering, social science and education. The texts were collected at four different
academic sites (Northern Arizona University, Iowa State University, California State
University at Sacramento, and Georgia State University), which may be considered broadly
representative of the dialects of four major regions in the United States; the West Coast, the
RockyMoimtain region, the Midwest, and the Deep South. The goal behind this design
choice was representing the various types of spoken academic language that students can
expect to encounter at virtually any American university campus, and thus avoiding marked
skewing that might result from sampling texts from a single university setting (Biber et al.
2001).
The participants in the SWAL Corpus were primarily students, who were recruited to
record their academic conversations with faculty, but also, faculty, who were recruited to
record office hours, and university staff, who were recruited from offices and areas that
regularly interactwith students (e.g., the registrar's office, the university bookstore, the
library, etc.) to record service encounters (Biber et al. 2001, 2002). More specifically,
students carried taperecorders overa period of two weeks, to capture academic speech as it
occurred in theclass sessions and study groups that theywere involved in; faculty, with
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students' permission, left the tape recorders running during their office hours (Biber et al.
2002).
Service Encomiters
This corpus includes 22 files, for a total of approximately 97,600 words and is a
subcorpus of the spoken component of the T2K-SWAL Corpus. It consists ofuniversity
service encounters recorded at different settings on a university campus, including the
university bookstore, the copy shop, the coffee shop, the front desk in the dormitory,
academic department offices, the library information desk, the media center, and student
business services. (Douglas &Nissan 2001; Biber et al. 2002). Service Encounters were
recorded '^wherever students regularly interacted with staff to conduct the business of the
university" (Biber et al. 2002:20).
Both Office Hours and Service Encounters are classified as "consultations", one of
thethree text types identified forthenewTOEFL Listening Test. Douglas &Nissan (2001)
define a consultation as
"an extended pieceof discourse, taking placebetween a student andan employee or
employees of a school, such as an instructor or administrative and service personnel.
The contentofthe interaction is relevant to a specific course or coursework in
general, [...]. A consultation is intentional, and is usually initiated by a student to
address a specific need or to solve aparticular problem. The relationship between the
interlocutors is asymmetrical in terms ofstatus and knowledge, with the school
employee having greater status asanexpert, the person who holds the knowledge of
skill sought bythestudents, ^d the student being non-expert" (Douglas &Nissan
2001:3-4).
Douglas &Nissan (2001) also expectthe discourse of service encounters to be
"highly structured, especially in how they are opened and closed" (4). They also stress that
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"as with office visits, the relationship between the interlocutors is asymmetrical, with the
school employee being considered an expert and the student a non-expert" (4).
This description of the discourse of Service Encounters represents what the corpus
designer were expecting to obtain with the recordings. However, even an happenstance
analysis ofthe files contained in this corpus would show that a substantial-part of the
interaction recorded consists in casual conversationbetween co-workers, who in many cases
are part-time student workers. The following excerpts, retrieved while searching for
occurrences ofI'm like^ consist ofextended chunks ofcasual conversation not intermingled
by any "service encounter"between customerand clerk. In fact, the speakers are talking
about issues relating to their personal life:
(1): Oh OK.
2: They're gonnabehere the tenth through thefourteenth. They get in on Thursday at ten.
2: OK.
2: Andthey'll behere thefourteenth andI know I'mnotgonna pack and everything now. My
bestfriend heremovedfrom San Diego. [1 sentence] My uncle's comingfrom California so he's
comingfrom San Francisco, so.
2: Oh howfun!
2: SoI Idnd ofwanted to have like a week after thattosort of just likepackmy stuff"up my
mom's like, well it'sso close to Christmas [[I'm like]], mom like I'vegotta go through my stuff.
2: Mhm.
2: CosI have toship it all home. [373] [copier done]
2: I'mjust worried nobody's gonna beup here. It'sjust gonna be me.
2: Katie's here.
2: How long is she here till?
2:1don't know. But she's here.
2: I'mafraidI'mjust gonna belike so, cos Josh I didnHknow that hewas gonna home and
work.
2: Is he?
2: So it'sjust gonna be like, solo mission.
2: When is he leaving?
2: He doesn't knowyet.So it'll be afterfinals[5...
(TOEFL 2000 T2K-SWAL Corpus, servensc_nl30.txt)^
{2) 26.... exhilarating [laughs]
4: Bye
Permission to use the TOEFL 2000 SWAL Corpus was granted by Educational Testing Service, the copyright
owner.
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2: Youknow afew minutes you know on the phone when I need you know I need more than just
hi how's it going oh I had a really good day oh you had a really good day OK what are you
what's your schedulefor tomorrow OK Great that's your schedule oh this is my schedule oh OK
great well I'll talk to you later 4: Don'tyou hate conversations like that?
2: Yeah, it's like
4: {that's what I try to tell my boyfriend look talk to me like I'm human and that [[I'm like]]
yourfriend I bet something happened interesting today or somethingyour upset about or
whatever talk to me
2: Right
1: Right
2: And he's all excited about coming up here he's like he's like oh I wanna go to Sedona we'll do
so a picnic on Monday and we'll go to the Grand Canyon on another and this and this and this
andlFm like I don't knowyou knowlgotyou know
4: What does that mean I don't know
2:1don't know
4: It means I don't know ifI likeyou anymore I don't know ...
(TOEFL 2000 T2K-SWAL Corpus, servendo_n002.txt)''
The likelihood that Service Encounters may coiitain extended chunks ofcasual
conversation, ratherthan the type of interaction described in Douglas &Nissan (2001) may
clearlyrepresent a potential limitation for this study: if it cannotbe ensured that a largepart
ofthe interactioncontained in the corpus consistsof**real" university service encounters, it
maybe questionable whether the ServiceEncounters corpus can really be considered
representative ofa spoken register distinct from conversation.
In a studyof the spoken andwritten registers of theTOEFL 2000 SWAL Corpus
using a corpus-based technique called multidimensional (MD) analysis, theService
Encounters registerwas found to be themosthighlyinvolved in the TOEFL 2000SWAL
Corpus, as it is characterised bythe co-occurrence offeatures with positive loadings on
Dimension I (Involved vs. hiformational Production) (Biber et al. 2002). Service Encounters
was also found to be the most situation-dependant register, since ithas highly positive scores
4
owner.
Permission to use the TOEFL 2000 SWAL Corpus was granted by Educational Testing Service, the copyright
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along Dimension HI (Situation Dependant vs. Elaborated Reference), and the most highly
marked register for nonimpersonal style, due to its dense use of features with positive
loadings on Dimension V (Nonimpersonal vs. Impersonal Style) (Biber et al. 2002). These
findings are consistent with and provide possible evidence for the likelihood that the Service
Encounters corpus mainly consists of casual conversation among co-workers or college
students and it thus may not be possible to consider it as a register distinct Jfrom general
conversation.
Office Hours
This is the smallest of the three corpora used in the study: it includes 12 files,
totalling approximately 50,400 words. LikeService Encounters, Office Hours is a subcoipus
ofthe spoken component of the T2K-SWAL corpus. It includes one-on-one consultations
between students and university instructors.
Procedures
Data collection; simple and advanced searches
The present and simple pasttense forms of the quotatives imder investigation were
retrieved using MonoConc Pro (version 2.0), a commercially available, sophisticated
concordance package, that is a computer program that generates concordances^
automatically.
' "A concordance is an index to aword in atext" (Sinclair 1991:170). Con?)uter-generated concordances are
also called *KeyWords InContext' (KWIC).
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Both simple and advanced concordance searches were used for the retrieval of
quotativeforms. For example, in order to search for the simple present tense forms of the
quotative be like in association with a first person singular subject, a simple search for the
form I'm like is sufficient, as there is no other grammatical subject but I that goes with "'m
like " In the search field of the concordancer it will thus be sufficient to enter the search
"I'm like". On the other hand, in order to search for the simple present tense of be like used
with third person singular subjects referring to persons only, a simple search would not be
adequate, as there is not one single subject that goes with the form "'s like" ('s like can be
preceded by it, he, she, everybody, and any first name). Using wildcards, i.e.: searching for
"*s like" (where the asterix is the wildcard character which matches zero or more characters),
is a possible, yet not completely satisfactory option: a search for "*'s like" will indeed also
yield such undesired forms as that's like, there's like and it's like. The best solution is thus
using an advanced search. Staying on the example ofthird person singular present tense
forms ofbelike, a possible advanced search would be"[^t] 's like"'.
Advanced searches are also useful in cases in which the same verb form may be used
in associationwith several differentgrammatical subjects. For example, the singularsimple
I
past tense form ofbe like, namely was like, may be used in association with first and third
personsingular grammatical subjects {he, she, it, everyone, everybody, first names, etc.);
similarly, theplural form werelike canbe used in association with second person singular
(you), first person plural (we, Jamesand I, all ofus, etc.), second person plural iyoii), and
thirdpersonplural (they, Sarah and Jennifer, etc.).
Itwas found that the non contracted form / am like is very rare in the corpora used in this study. For exan^Ie,
/ am like occurs only 3 times in the Conversation corpus, against the 106 occurrences ofI'm like.
The NOT symbol ^ ensures that all words ending with the character following itwill be excluded.
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Simple searches for was like and/or were like would yield concordances of these
fonns in association with all these different grammatical subjects, making it extremely
difficult and complicated to keep track of the use ofquotatives in association with different
grammatical subjects. Therefore, in order to keep track ofquotative use in association with
different grammatical subjects, I used mostly advanced searches. For example, in order to
generate concordances of the simple past of be like in association with third person singular
subjects only, I used the following string:
[^it]\Wwas\b\Wlike\b^ (or simply: [^it]\Wwas\Wlike)
This string ensures that forms ofwas like preceded by I and it will be rejected.
Clearly, one weakness of this type of search is that it will also exclude forms ofwas
like preceded by any first name ending in i or t. However, I see this drawback as a necessary
compromise for the separation of quotatives used with different grammatical subjects, as it
did not affect the analysis in any significantway.
Retrieval of "real" quotative forms
While the use of simple and complex seiches allows the retrieval of all forms in
whichbe like, go, be all, say areusedin association with the specified grammatical subjects,
neithersunple nor complexsearches will ensure that the yielded forms are forms in whichbe
like, go, beall and say actually introduce direct speech and are thus used as quotatives. For
example,a search for I'm like will also yield examples such as:
S) I know, this wasfunny though but I saidsodo you ever seehim, doyou ever gettomeet him
Ted Casablancas shesaidIforgot, I guess hot really butyouknow who shedidis like Chris
The meta- characters \b and \W are word-delimiters. \b is asingle word delimiter, while \W stands for any
symbol that is a word delimiter, thatis it covers all the characters listed as "word delimiters" in theMonoConc
Pro's "search options", along with space, return, etc. (Barlow 2000: 60)
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Connelly h[[e*slike]] the editor ofPremiere and umshe says that he's really nice
(Conversation)
4) it wasjust like he'sjust like the nicestguy. he's sopatient, he never, I've like never seen him
mad, whenhe's happy h[[e's like]] quietlyhappy it's reallyfunny (Conversation)
5) I kind ofwanted to get there a little early to walkaround Sausalito and we'djust be rushing
there and then likeyou knowand then so, we're doing our big dinner Thursday night so
tomorrow [[we're like]] exchanginggifts and all ofthat. (Conversation)
6) Well they are kind ofbut [[they're like]] total innocent couple. (Conversation)
7) <1720>Andyou know [[they're tike]] about that thick (Conversation)
8) They, they don't even show until [[they're like]] maybe umfive, six monthspregnant.
(Conversation)
9) YeahBrian myold boss showed me like... cause h[[e's like]] all into blues and stu^like that.
(Conversation)
10) I mean this isn't supposed to be what, he was getting all whiny about that, one ofthe younger
guys and then h[[e's like]] saying and you knowI would really like it ifwe knew in advance
what was going to be happening, what we were going to be talking about ifsomeone would
like make out a schedule and and informeverybodywhat we were going to be doing in the
meeting (Conversation)
11) <2072> Oh. You sleptwith him? <2080> Ohgod weusedto sleep togetherfor about a
monthand a half, h[[e's like]] just crazy. <2072> Girlyou're a tramp. (Conversation)
In these examples be like is used as a discourse marker and does not introduce direct
speech. In somecases (for ex. 7, 8), likemeans 'approximately', but in other cases like is
semantically empty; it could be removed and the overall semantics of the utterance would
remain unchanged. Underbill calls this use of like 'focus like* as like functions as marker of
new information andfocus. (Underbill 1988; See also Meehan 1991).
Because it is not possible toavoid such undesired forms automatically, i.e.: using a
concordancer, human intervention is necessary to refine theoutput andeliminate undesired
forms. The combination ofautomatic searches and human intervention for disambiguation is
whatmakes this type of technique semi-automatic.
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Excluded forms
It's like, it was like
Forms ofthe quotative be like in association with existential it, i.e.: forms of it's like
and it was like were excluded from the analysis and will not be dealt with in this study.
These forms were excluded from the analysis presented in this study for two reasons. First,
at a first glance at the examples of it's like/it waslikeintroducing (supposed) directspeech
quotation, it is apparent that it 's/it was likeis used in a different way, ifnothing elsebecause
the quotation is unattributed to a speaker:
12) I wasgoing to buy him a souvenir 'cause I thought I would see him 'cause [[it's like]] they've
broken upbut theystill kindof remain like in touch andI, you know, it's like he'II still come
upandyouknow when I'mdown there he'll stilllike come with her topickme upat the
airport. (Conversation)
12) Hewas at the door, with his hand in thepizza bag, waitingfor somebody to answer and[[it*s
like]]yeah, I wouldn't go answering a door too ifit's like that. (Conversation)
14) AndKim andI were talking to him and we walked away Kim's like that isone ugly SOB. I
never knew that. I'm like, how didn'tyouknow that? [[It's like]], god, I never realized how
ugly Steve is. Okay this isn't really being mean. It's like how, he's ugly. (Conversation)
15) I was like quit beingsogoddam anal, I mean <2076> <nvjaugh> <2078> [[It's like]]
jeez, I mean he's gettingsomini about everything, I wasjust like uh this isjust a
group offriends gettingtogetherto invest money, youknow, this is notlikea business
meetingsofuck off. (Conversation)
16) hewasjust worried about the timingsoI saidno, it'sApril andI told him toit andhewas so
shocked, [[it's like]] oh I'm really disappointed, he saidI was really optimistic We'd beable
to get it through. (Conversation)
17) We got home like last night like at one thirty and the hamburger that we bought was still
sitting on the couch. <1720> Oh. <1722> [[It was like]] umput this in thefreezer, see
howit turns out. (Conversation)
18) You wanna go <unclear> with yourparents <unclear> <2123> <nvjaugh> <2125> And
go, andth^gooh <unclear> [[itwaslikej] don'tpay any attention. (Conversation)
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The use of it's like has been pointed to as different from the use of be like with'
animate subjects by Schourup (1985: 59 ff.) andFerrara & Bell (1995: 278). Schourup
suggests that the it of it's like refers to what the speaker has in mind to express. (58) Ferrara
& Bell claim that it '5 like is used "either chiefly by males to report the collective thoughts of
a group, [...] or by both males and females to report a habitual style ofthought or speech for
one individual"(278). The use of it was likehas not been pointed out in any ofthe studies on
be like mentioned in Chapter II.
The use-of it's like/it was like seems to be pragmatically different from the use ofbe
like in associationwith animategrammatical subjects, and seems to deservemore attention
than it has received so far. However, the treatment of such forms wouldhavebeenbeyond
the scope of this study.
Secondly, It's likehas no counterpart in the other new quotativesconsidered in this
study: forms of it goes, it's all, etc. do notseem to introduce direct speech quotation.
Conditional, pastprogressivewith gonna and going to,futureforms
The search for simplepresent tense forms of say yielded a number ofoccurrencesof
forms such as I was gonna say, I would (just) say, I was going tosay, I wanted tosay, I'll
say, she'dsay, he'dsay, you might say, she 'II say, I was about tosay, you might wanna say,
etc.
In these forms thequotative say is preceded bymodal andsemi-modal auxiliaries, or
other 'epistemicallymodaHsed' expressions (e.g., about), forming conditional {wouldsay),
future {yvill say) and progressive forms (going to/gonna say). These different quotative
formats introduce different types ofquotations, ranging from hypothetical quotation, to
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quotation projected in the future, to quotation expressing habitual and past events. For
example, in (19) and (20), the quotative introduces a quotation expressing habit:
19) And she'd[[say]] well it's been two weeks I haven't even seen Jayjustyou know.
(Conversation)
20) I mean she would go offand say something that had nothing, had something to do with what
we were talking about but, like I have to ask her areyou a veteran. And she would [[say]]
well you know I really believe that if[Just try hard enough that I can do something with my
life and it's about time that I take a newstep and a newface and then she wouldstare at me
for likefortyfive seconds straight. (Conversation)
In (21) and (22), instead, the quotative introduces a hypothetical quote:
21) Cause all students should be able to call their professors <laughing>time to
time.</laughing> <1533> Get book information. <1534> Yeah. <1533> But then you
have thatfaculty that'll [[say]]you knowI'm not workingduring the summer, don't bother
me. <I534> Yeah. (Conversation)
22) Theyget up at, oh at seven they have to stand at attention to get letters and theydo twenty-
five pushupsfor every letter they rece ive. For every letter. <?> I would [[say]] dear
<unclear>, give me a tooth, don't write. (Conversation)
This use ofdirect speech quotation has been taken up by Myers, who calls it
"unspoken discourse" or "hypothetical reported discourse" (Myers 1999). Myers
distinguishes three types ofhypothetical reported discourse: imaginary, possible or
conditional, and impossible or contraryto fact. Broadly speaking, these forms introduce
hypothetical, and, thus, coimterfactual, discoiurse.
In a number ofcases, say occurs as part ofprogressive forms, as in the examples
below:
23)I know, I wasgoing to[[say]]yeah hedoes look really skinny. (Conversation)
24) I was goingto[[say]], they keep going down andsucking <unclear> I stillthinkyou've gotto
get some new suckerfish. (Conversation)
25) Oh yeahso it was like the lady I was waitingfor she's like Amanda I'msoflat, andshe's like I
got these andshewas like they have somuchpadding andI'm like I was about to[[say]]
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yeah myfriend Alyssa told me those new ones out there had so, that's not that, well
(Conversation)
26) I thinking, well see 'cause it's like J know I could ask Lisa but she's working and I know
she's going to [[say]] don't get it anyway. (Conversation)
The quotation format "[present/past tense] gonna/going to + say** seems very
interesting, especially in light of the fact it has not been taken up in the literature on reported
speech so far. Carter & McCarthy (1995; See also McCarthy 1998, McCarthy & Carter
1995) were the first to point out the use of the past continuous (or past progressive) forms
was/were saying/telling to introduce indirect speech reports. These examples, however, are
different from the type ofprogressive forms accounted by Carter &McCarthy in two ways:
(1) the quotative format includes past or present forms ofgoing to; (2) the quotative
introducesdirect speech, not indirect speech.
A more in-depth analysis of the fimctionofthis quotative format was beyond the
scope of this study. It seems however thatthese quotative formats (at leastin theexamples
above) introduce what Myers calls possible or conditional hypothetical orunspoken
discourse(Myers 1999: 576-577). These formswere eliminated and not included in the
study because theninclusion would have called for searches ofhypothetical orunspoken
speech introduced bycomparable forms ofbelike, beall, go; i.e. for thesearch ofquotative
forms such as I would belike, ] would be all, ] wouldgo, etc., thus adding a new dimension
to the study. Aquick search for such forms revealed that they are quite active inassociation
with be like but not with go and be all
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Data storage
Once all undesired forms had been eliminated, the refined output of simple and/or
advanced searches was saved as text file. The quotatives were saved with a surrounding
context of500 characters, in order to ensure enough context for the analysis of their
discourse-pragmatic function. All text files were then imported into a computer program
(FileMaker Pro) for database management. The use ofa computer database management
program proved extremely useful to keep track ofthe qualitative analysis of the quotatives
discourse function in an efficient manner. The use of this program also allowed to keep track
efficiently of further refinements of the output: although the concordances of the quotatives
had been carefully scanned manually in order to eliminate the occurrences of be like, go, be
all, say in which the verbs are not used to introduce direct speech, while carrying out the
discourse-pragmatic analysis of the forms saved on text files and imported into FileMaker
Pro, a few forms had to be eliminated as, on a closer analysis, it was found that they were
used to introduce indirect speech rather than direct speech, or, the quality of the transcription
was not sufficiently good to make any inference about the discourse-pragmatic flmctionof
the quotative.
Analytical procedures
Quantitative Analysis
The quantitative analysis is the bulk ofthis study, as it is through the analysis of the
fi-equency ofoccurrence ofthe new quotativesbe like, go, be all, that we can best detemiine
the statusof theiruse in the quotative system of spokenAmerican English. The quantitative
analysis includes three steps:
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1. Analysis of the frequency ofthe quotativeswithin each register. The total frequency
ofuse of the quotatives within each register was obtained adding all simple present
and simple past tense forms ofthe quotatives, used in association with all
grammatical subjects referring to 'animate' subjects (as mentioned above, forms of
it's like, it was like were rejected). The analysis of the frequency ofuse of the
quotatives in the simple present and in the past tense was also carried out.
2. Comparison of the frequency ofuse of the quotatives across registers. Because the
corpora used in the study are ofunequal size, the figures representing the frequency
ofthe quotatives in the different registers were normed. The quantitative findings
were normed ona sample of 100,000 words.^
3. Analysis of the frequency ofuse of the quotatives in association with different
grammaticalsubjects. The analysis of frequency ofuse in associationwith the
grammaticalsubjects (1st person sin^lar, 2nd person singular,3rd person singular,
etc.) is important in the light ofprevious studies of the grammaticalization ofthe new
quotatives arguing that the spreadinto thirdperson singularusage suggests expansion
ofdiscourse fimction (Ferrara & Bell 1995)
Procedures in the Quantitative analysis
After searching for the simple past and simple present tense forms ofthe new
quotatives be like, be all, go andof the newquotative say, hand editing the outputof the
searches, saving the final output resulting from automatic searches and manual .
disambiguation in separate files, and thenimporting these files into a computerised database
^That is, &e number ofoccurrences were divided for the number ofthe words ofthe corpus (for example,
425,000 words in thecaseof occurrences in theConversation corpus), andflien multiblied by 100,000.
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program, I proceeded to the quantitative analysis of the quotatives. More specifically, the
quantitative analysis of the quotatives involved the following procedures.
First, I added up all simple present and simple past forms (in all grammatical persons)
for each quotative, in order to calculate the total frequency of that specific quotative within
the register.
For each quotative, I then calculated the frequency ofuse in the simple present tense
and in the simple past by adding all simple present forms in all grammatical persons, and all
simple past forms in all persons separately, thus obtaining the raw frequency ofthe quotative
in the simple present and the simple past. I then calculated the relative frequency (i.e.,
proportion ofuse) of the total number ofoccurrences of each quotative (i.e., the sum ofall
simplepast and simplepresent tense forms) and the relative frequencyofuse in the simple
present and the simple past, against the total quotative use (i.e., the sum ofall quotative
forms considered in the study). I repeated this procedure for all quotatives, and for all
corpora. This procedurewas carried out in order to determine the frequencyofoccurrence of
the quotatives within the quotative system as a whole, or at least within the set of forms
considered in the present study.
In orderto compare the frequency of use of the quotatives in the simple present,
simple past, andthe sum of simple present and simple pastacross thethree corpora, I normed
all thefigures ona sample of 100,000 words. Forexample, in theConversation corpus there
are 193occurrences of simplepresent tense forms ofbe like. By dividing 193 for the total
number ofwords of theConversation corpus (i.e., 425,000 words), and multiplying the result
by 100,000, wewill obtain thenormed frequency ofsimple present tense forms of be like on
a 100,000 words sample: 45,4 (See Table 4.4). I then calculated proportions ofuse against
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total quotative use: stayingon this example, this is done by themultiplying the normed
frequencyof simple present tense forms of be like (45,4) by 100,000, and then dividing the
result for the normed total quotative use (300,1). The result (15,1) represents the proportion
ofsimple present tense fonns ofbe like against the total quotative use considered in this
study.
Finally, I calculated the frequency ofuse ofeach quotative in association with
grammatical person by adding all simple past and simple present tense forms in each person,
e.g., all forms oilwas like and I'm like were added together; forms ofyou were like were
added to forms oiyou are like etc. The total frequency ofuse of each quotative in
association with grammatical person was used to calculate the proportion ofuse of the
quotative with grammatical person against the total use of that specific quotative, e.g., I
calculated what proportion of the total use of be like, the sum ofI am like and I was like
accounts for.
I now proceed to the description of the second type ofanalysis carried out in this
study: the analysis of the discourse-pragmatic function of the quotatives.
Qualitative analysis
The purpose ofthe qualitative analysis of the quotatives was determining which of
two types ofdiscourse-pragmatic function (i.e., introducingspeech vs. introducing
improbable S'peQcYi) the quotatives fulfil. The function ofthe quotative is related to the
nature of the quotation, andmore specifically to the level ofplausibility/improbability of the
quotation. In other words, I arguethat introduction or quotationofplausible speech is a .
function, sind this function is different from introduction or quotation of improbable speech.
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In order to classify the quotatives according to their discourse function, I designed a
framework that aims at capturing the main distinction betweenplausible and improbable
quotation, while leaving other, more subtle distinctions unaccounted for. There are two main
reasons for adopting a simplified framework for the classification ofthe quotatives. First and
foremost, the main goal of this study is providinga descriptionof the use ofnew or non-
traditional quotatives in contemporary spoken American English; it is not that of providing
an accoimt ofthe nature of direct quotationitself The fact that the focus of the study is not
on quotation itself, but on the quotatives, justifiesthe choice of a simplerframework.
Secondly, because this is a corpus-based study, the amoimt ofdata under examinationis
much largerthan the amount of dataused in previous, non-corpus basedstudiesof direct
speech quotation in conversational storytelling. Previous studies of direct quotation, aswell
asprevious quantitative studies of the new quotatives (See, for example, Blyth et al. 1990,
Ferrara &Bell 1995) havebeenbased on transcriptions of recordings ofconversations of
small numbers ofparticipants, and have thus dealt with much fewer occurrences of
quotatives (e.g. 284 occurrences inFerrara &Bell's (1995) study). A thorough, in-depth
analysis of each occurrence ofdirect quotation introduced bysimple present orsimple past
forms ofthequotatives under examination would require the examination of extended chunks
ofdiscourse, and would bebeyond thescope of this study.
The discourse-pragmatic analysis of the quotatives was limited to the quotatives
retrieved inthe Conversation corpus. There are two main reasons for limiting the discourse-
pragmatic analysis toone of the three corpora used inthis study and specifically to
Conversation; (1) while it isnot the main focus ofthe study, the analysis ofthe discourse-
pragmatic use ofthe quotative isan extremely time consuming task; (2) the Conversation
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corpus is by far the largestcorpus usedin the study, the onlyone that has yielded occurrences
ofall the forms searched for this study. The other two corpora. ServiceEncounters and
Office Hours, for example, have not yielded any occurrence of the quotative be all. The
OfficeHours corpus did not yield any occurrence of go either. Thus, limiting the analysisof
the discourse-pragmatic fimction to the Conversationcorpus only was not considered as a
limitation to the study.
In designing this framework for the analysis of the discourse-pragmatic function of
the quotatives, I drew mainly from research by Taimen (1986,1989), Macaulay (1987) and
Mayes (1990) on direct quotation in conversation. Therefore, before proceeding to the
definition of the framework for the analysis of the discourse-pragmatic function of the
quotatives used in this study, I briefly review points in Tannen^s, Macaulay's and Mayes'
work relevant to the definition of the framework.
As mentioned in Chapter Two, Deborah Tannen argues that all quoted speech or
direct quotation in conversation is in fact "constructed dialogue", "just as surely as is the
dialogue created by fiction writers and playwrights" (1986: 311). She indeed compares the
use ofdirect quotation in conversational narrative and literary discourse (fiction and drama),
and identifies a number ofdifferent "types" ofconstructed dialogue (see Chapter Two for a
full list) which demonstrate her argument that direct quotation in conversation cannot be a
verbatim report ofwhat someone said, and is instead just a construction ofthe reporter.
Tannen's argument partly relies on studies reporting on experiments on hirnian
memory showing that, even in the most favourable circumstances, verbatim recall is faulty,
as "humans cannot keep in their minds the precisewords they haveheard, even for a
moment" (Tannen 1986: 313).
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The idea that direct quotation in conversation (or spoken language in general, for that
matter) can hardlybe a verbatimreport and therefore is iQconstructed by the speaker is
•acceptedhere. However, while it is very unlikely- as Tannenpoints out - that speakerscan
make a verbatim reportof what theyhaveheard, it has to be recognised that theremaybe
different levelsofplausibilityof the quote, and that, asMacaulay (1987)has noted, there is a
continuum going fromplausibility to impossibility, or, asMayes puts it, "from quotes which
could be authentic renditions to those which are, unquestionably, invented" (Mayes 1990:
331).
Mayes divides this continuum into four categories (plausible, improbable, highly
improbable, and impossible quotes), and uses two types ofevidence to place aquote ina
category: internal evidence and situational evidence. She defines internal evidence as
"lexical orsyntactic evidence inside the quote itselforinside the utterance containing the
quote that indicates that thequote is (ormaybe)invented", and situational evidence as
"evidence from the entire discourse situation casting doubt on the quote" (331).
Framework for discourse-braginatic analysis of the quotatives
The framework used in this study combmes and simpHfies Mayes' (1990)
classification ofquotes and Tannen's (1989) analysis ofconstructed dialogue, with the goal
ofaccounting for the major, broad distinction between introduction ofplausible and
introduction ofimprobable quotation. I now proceed tothe definition ofthe framework.
The distinction between plausible and improbable quotation varies according to the
number ofthe grammatical subject to which the quotation is attributed to. For example, as
Macaulay (1987; 23) and Tannen (1989:113) have noted, aquotation attributed to aplural
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subject, such as they, is highly improbable, as it is highlyunlikely that the peoplereferred to
by the subjectof the quote spoke in unison like a Greek chorus. This viewis accepted here,
and the direct consequence of it is that quotations introducedby a quotative referring to a
plural subjectmay only be improbable andnot plausible. Quotations introducedby
quotativesreferring to a singular subject, on the otherhand,may be both plausible and
improbable. This main, broad distinction between quotatives referring to a singular
grammatical subject, and quotatives referring to a plural grammatical subject determines a
classification ofthe functions of the quotatives represented in the table below:
Grammatical subject
associated with the
quotative
Type of quotation introduced
by the quotative
Functions of the quotatives
First person singular subject Plausible 1. Quoting one's own speech
Improbable
(Liner speecIVthought; gist of
something)
2. Quoting one's own thought
Second person singular
subject (Xou)
Plausible. 3. Quoting the speech ofa
single person you are talking
to.
Improbable
(Inner speech/tiiought; gist of
something)
5. Quoting the gist ofsome
speech orthou^t ofa single
person you are talking to or a
third party.
Third person animate
singular subjects {he, she,
mom, etc.)
Plausible 4. Quoting the speech ofa
singular third party
Improbable
(Inner speech/thought; gist of
sometiiing)
5. Quoting the gist of some
speech or thought ofa single"
person you are talking to or a
third party.
First person plural subject
{we)
Improbable (Greek chorus) 6. Telling the gist of some
speech or thought of a group
ofpeople.Second person plural
subject (you)
Improbable (Greek chorus)
Third person plural subject
{they, James andPaul, etc.)
Improbable (Greek chorus)
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The broad classification presented in the second column ofTable 3.1 may also be
taken to a finer level: as shown in the third column, the 9 fimctions specified above can be
merged into the following six fiinctions of the quotatives:
1.- quoting one's own speech (plausible quotationwith first person singular subject);
2. "quoting" one's own thought (improbable quotation with first person singular
subject);
3. quoting the speech ofa single person you are talking to (plausible quotation with
second person singular subject);
4. quoting the speech ofa singular third party (plausible quotation with third person
singular subject);
5. quoting.the gist of some speech or thought ofa single person you are talking to or a
third party (improbable quotation with second and/or third person singular);
6. telling the gist ofsome speech or thought of a group ofpeople (improbable quotation
with all plural subjects).
For the purpose of the classification ofquotation as plausible or improbable I use
Mayes' internal and situational evidence. I now provide examples ofquotatives introducing
plausible quotation, and quotatives introducing improbable quotation, as well as examples of
the six fimctions ofthe quotatives specified above.
1. Quoting one's own speech (plausible quotation with first person singular subiectV
(27) You want to callEric? Actually he calledmeat like six thirty he's likelike hello. Hi. [[rm
like]] what's wrongwith you he's likeI don'tfeel good. Why don'tyou go backto bed. I've been
sleeping. Go back. No I can'tsleephesaid I have a headache, takesomething, what'swrong, they're
stillmaking my throathurt. I don'twant you tostayhome and relax ifyoufeel likeyou're goingto
pukethen you're, I don'twantyou to come overfor dinner andstuffand hegoesnoand I'malljust
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come over and see me later on you know after bathing and stuffand he was like oh okay and I'm like
... (Conversation)
(28) I said I thought you knew, I tried to explain to her that I was waitingfor somebody that's whyI
calledyou Nancy or whatever and she's like, oh, anyway, and like someone beeped and it was my
landlord and [[I'm like]] <unclear> how areyou doing and he likepulled up and likeparked. <?>
<unclear> <?> What? <?> Anyway so like the Jehovah's witnesses said okc^ bye and they got in
the car and left and then like my landlord comes up and says like what are they trying to sellyou?
And I said Jesus. (Conversation)
In both the examples above, the quotation introduced hy I'm like is plausible in that it
contributes to the advancement of the action narrated. Thus, there is situational evidence
showing that the quotation was plausibly uttered in a form similar or close to the one
reported.
2. Quoting one's own thought (improbable Quotation with first person singularsubiectV
(29)I was lookinglikeat the lemon and today 'causeyou know how all the colors onsale are like
yellowandpurp~ and likebrightpurple and orange and red, all thesummercolors and [[I'm like]] I
am so enviousofpeople who can wear that stuffand get away with it 'causeI cannot get awaywith
wearing anything like that. (Conversation)
(30) I want to butthen it's like, it's um meandChris's anniversary tomorrow andwe didn't gooutfor
dinner today. No, he calledmeat like eleven andit's like I'mreally understanding 'cause it'skind of
like I was kind offeeling upset tomy stomach today in themorning anyway andI wasn't up to like
getting readyfor a bignight on thetown andhe's just like well andIjust kind of, I was thinking about
it and [[I'm like]] itjust makes sensebecause he isn'tgoing toget offwork untilaftersixand it's like
I kind ofwanted togetthere a little early towalk aroundSausalito andwe'djust berushing there and
then likeyou know and then so, we'redoingour bigdinnerThursday night so tomorrow we're like
exchanginggifts and all ofthat. (Conversation)
(31) Well lastyear my sistersaid thatI didn't have tobuyfor all the little kids ifI didn't want to and
[[I'm like]] yeah right, likeyou really mean itandthen I always feelso awful because my one
sister then shemakes mefeel good, or makes mefeel badbecause she'llsayohwell look there's
youruncleMichael, he, hedoesn't have kids or anything andit'snotlike hecan't afford, whatdoes
he do with his money, soshe'll make comments like that andIjustfeel like shit< (Conversation)
(32) It was sosad. I went to theplaygroundI can't use the stuffthere, Fm too big. <1618> Which?
<1615> At the zooyesterday I was gonna go on the bar, monkey barsbut [[I'm like]] either that or
I'm toofat andI'm too heavy but I couldn't lift my leg, bendmy legs andlike swingmyself[from bar
to bar]. <!6J8>[<laughing>I think it's called out ofshape] Mandy. (Conversation)
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In all of these last examples ((29), (30), (31), (32)), there is situational evidence
suggesting that the quotation introduced by the quote I'm like was not uttered at the time of
the reported situation/event and is thus improbable. The quotation is improbable because it
represents what the speaker thought at the time of the recoimted situation, rather than what
he/she said. Clearly, there is no empirical evidence to demonstratethat, but our "knowledge
ofthe world" suggestsus that what the quoteexpresses is not the kind ofthing that would
have been consideredappropriate to say in the reported situation.
In (30) the evidence is not only situational but also internal, in that I'm like is
preceded by I was thinking and is probably a repair of the latter.
3. Quoting the speech of a single person vou are talking to (vlausible quotation with
second person singular subject):
(B3) .... who have bathing suits butyou can't look at it 'cause I have tofixmy boobs. <1615> Okay.
Well it's kind oflike it's reallyfimhy because it's like but then it's like sogross when I seepeople who
should not bewearing bikinis andI know that they would say that about me. <1613> Okay look ifI
push it it looks likeI have cleavage. <1615> Let mesee. <16B> A little bit. <1615> Oh
<nv_laugh> <1613> See <nvjaugh> 'cause I'm normallyflat. <1615> It's likeyou tried it on to
showme [[you're like]] see. <1613> <nvjaugh> I could actually <1615> <nvjaugh> I almost
gota miracle bra. <161S> Didyou? <1615> Okay, areyou taking itofP <1613> Okay. I'llput
my shirt on, I'llputmy shirt on. <1615> Um <nvjclears throat> because th^ were on sale but they
didn't do anythingforme and like <1613> Miracle bras don't do anythingfor me. <1615> Ireally
want the kind ofbra thatyou can like wear like really tight shirts, not tight, I don't wear like super
tight shirts butI'm likecer (Conversation)
In (33) there is internal evidence that the quotative is introducing plausible quotation:
thespeaker introducing the quote (speaker's code <1615>) quotes partoftheexact same
wording ("See") ofthe preceding turn, which was uttered byher interlocutor (speakers' code
<1613>).
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4. Quoting the speech of a singular third party (plausible quotation with third person
singular subiect")
(34) 1720> He said something about gettingyour dog. 1 can't remember. <1722> I've thought of
something. <1722> Oh. <1720> Oh it was that chocolate he had left overfrom makingthe cake.
H[[e was like]] he can have this I said no it'll make himsick. He goes why? I said I don't knowwhy
I just know that you're not supposed to give chocolate to dogs. <1723> Itkillsthem. <1720> Yeah
and I don't know <1722> Why. <1720> I don't know the clinical reason why but I know my vet
told me not to give the dog chocolate, ice cream orpastries. (Conversation)
In (34) the evidence ofthe plausibility of the quotation seems situational: the
quotation contributes to the advancement of the action narrated.
5. Quoting the gist of some speech or thought of a single person vou are talking to or a
third party (improbable quotation with second and third person singular subjects
(35)<1615> But I've heardpeople. <162I> Damn.<1615> Sunsetsaunashop.Um,isyouknow
how Chris <name> pretends to be that, that like wifewho readsfrom the dining thing and then like
Adam <name> who's her husband, his husband, have you seen that one? <1621> It'syeah. <1615>
[[She's like]] well, da da da da da. <1621> Everything he does isfunny. <1615> And like it's so
funny 'cause I know he sounds like so many otherpeople that I know. <1615> Areyoutired?
<1621> I just got tired. Iflhadnot, uh,you have to come over here honey when I'm, noallthe
way.<1615> I can't. <1621> I can't meetyou halfway. (Conversation)
(36) ... I'll have to tell you what that is, <?> <unclear> <?> Mac Daddy but ifyou're macking that
meansyou're trying topickup a girl but, ifyou areMac Daddy that meansyou're a gigolo you're
ladiesyou're a ladies man [[you go]] <mimicking> ohMac Daddy </mimicking> and I'm macking
toyou. <unclear> <nv_laugh> <?> MacDaddy <unclear> <?> There's a song calledMac Daddy.
<?> Thereis? <?> Hike that song <unclear> <?> Who does that? <?> Um somereggae um band
<?> What's the name [ofthis?] <?> [Igot] the tape... uh ...(Conversation)
(37) ... wwhatI'm saying? <2072> Yeah, I thinkso. <2076> It's just, it's a mentalpicture where
yougo in and I wouldlikego in and try on everything extra large or I'd, you know, I'd go in to buy
apair ofshorts that I wantedto try on and I wouldtake inmyoldsizewith me. Just automatically
pick up the oldsize and then go you know likeohmy god, theycouldn'teven, they wouldjustfall
down, theywouldn't even stay up onyour hipsand then you'd go in and I'd try thenextsizeand
[[you're like]] ohmy god, these things are reallymismarked because I'vegot togo down another
size. <2072> Hm. <2076> Andyou're trying on threeandfour andI'm like, I can't, no, I can'tfit
in thirtyfour's. This, youknow <2072> Yeah I suppose it'shard toadjust to thatmentally, you'd
have to really <2076> Well I remember because I would, I'd walk into Emm's this is before, right
before I started working at Emm's I think butyou know I'd walk into the barandI obviously
wouldn't go on dri... (Conversation)
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In (35) there is internal evidenceof the improbability of the quotation: the speaker
uses the vague discoursemarkerswell and da da da da to sum up the gist or the attitude of
the speech ofa third party. In (36) and (37) the speaker is mimicking some hypothetical
speech of a hypothetical speaker. It seems that in both cases the second person singular
pronoun is used in its impersonal use.
6. Quoting the gist ofsome speech or thought of a group ofpeople {improbable
quotation with all plural subjects')
(38) ... out what they think about it before I commit. I don't, see the thing ofit is, soon as you sell,
sayAmway, people automatically go you. So when they see you coming and th^'re talking in a
group the[[y go]] here comes that Amway idiot, quick everybody run. Youknow, I don't want that
shit to happen. <1003> It's irrelevant ifyou want the money <nv_laugh> <1001> Yeahbutllike
whatpeople think ofme too. <1003> YeahI really do <nvjaugh> <1001> Welll ...
(Conversation)
(39) ... think it's, it's important that each ofus represent to thefullest, 'causeyou're gonna represent
whetheryou like it or not. Once you get over twenty-one,young kids in your neighborhood look up
and they see you and the[[ygo]], that's myman up there, I'm a lookin', I'm a seein', I'm a watchin',
see what he's doing to be successful. And ifyou selling drugs, theygonna emulate that, ifyou're a
rapper, making mon^, they gonna emulate that,... (Conversation)
(40) <1722> What's Marie Claire? <1720> The newmagazine. It's that one that Billy had.
<1722> Oh. <1720> You can get them since it's newfor like twelve bucksfor theyear. <1722>
That's cute. <1720> Actual size <nvjaugh> <1722> I know, I was thinkingthat. Yourboombox
is no bigger than our logo. <1720> [[They're tike]] you know, don't openyour shirt like that unless
you've got some chest hair to show. <1722> Wouldyou haveguessed all this timehe waspaidfor •
writing this? <1720> Hm. Are you sure? <1723> Look howmany kids he has. <1722> She's
his secondwife. (Conversation)
In (38) and (39) the quotationrepresents somehypothetical speechby some
hypothetical groupof people identified with a generic they. In all examples, the quotation is
taken to be improbable as it is attributed to a plural subject, and it is improbable thatpeople
talk in unison as in a Greek chorus.
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Procedures in the qualitative analysis
As mentioned above, I restricted the analysis ofdiscom*se-pragmatic function ofthe
quotatives to the quotatives found in the Conversation corpus. Since the framework used for
the discourse-pragmatic analysis of the quotatives used in this study determines that
quotatives used in association with singular grammatical person may introduce plausible or
improbable quotation,while quotativesused in associationwith plural subjectsmay
introduceonly improbablequotation, only quotatives used wdth singular personwere actually
analysed for discourse-pragmatic function.
The classificationof the quotativesaccording to whether they introduceplausibleor
improbable quotation was carried out usingthe computer programfor database management
FileMakerPro,whichallows to create fields for different typesofspecifications, andto
search for certainparameters by entering the codeor labelmg for that specific parameter.
Thus, each FileMaker Pro file included at least two fields, one for the occurrences of the
quotatives (field "example"), one for the classification ofthe quotatives according to
discourse function (field "function").
I analysed thediscourse function of each occurrence ofthe quotatives by looking at
thecontext surrounding thequotation, thecontent of thequotation, andapplying thecriteria
specified above in thedescription of theframework fordiscourse-pragmatic function.
Clearly, the classification ofthe discourse-pragmatic function of the quotatives according to
whether thequotative introduces plausible or improbable speech was notalways
straightforward. An absolute, clearcut differentiation between quotation that represents
plausible speech and quotation that represents inner speech orthought, orthe gist ofsome
speech, is indeed unfortunately not possible inall contexts, hi cases ofuncertainty, I looked
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at whether the quotation is contained in a sequence ofreported dialogue; I also looked more
closely at the content of the quote, trying to establish to what extent the quote has" some
propositional content that somehow contributes to the advancement of the story-line. If these
two conditions were satisfied, the quote was considered plausible. If the quote was part of a
sequence ofreported dialogue, but did not have propositional content contributing to the
advancement of the story-line, it was considered improbable. An example ofuncertain or
ambiguous case is provided in (41) below:
41) <?> What do you mean? I'm nofriends ofany law enforcement organization.
<?> Nofriend ofany law enforcement organization.
<?> <unclear>
<?> Like <unclear> these people that like they werejust customers where I worked when I
was a waitress and they invited me to go out with them. So I went out with themfor sushi and
the guy all ofa sudden [[goes like]] wellI'm like uh, I workfor theDBA. <nvjaugh>
<?> That was like weird.
<?> He was like telling us about how like um,
<?> Youdon't have tofill out all that ifyou don't want to.
<?> Oh.
<?> <unclear>
<?> That's not necessary.
<?> Okay.
<?> They saidjust thefirst green one isfine.
<?> Okay cool.
<?> That's all I need.
(Conversation)
In (41), the quotation introduced by thequotative goes is partof a brief sequence of
dialogue. However, it does not seem to contribute to theadvancement of the story-line, as it
only includes the discoursemarker well, whichhas no particularcontent. In fact, the
relationship between the quotation introduced hygoes, andthequotation following it {I'm
like uh, I workfor theDEA) is allbutclear. The quotation introduced bygoesseems to be a
representation ofthe attitude of the speaker, or of thegist of some speech, rather than a
representation ofplausibly uttered speech, and was thus classified as improbable.
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Once a quotative was analysed and a decision about its discourse-function was made,
the quotativewas classifiedby entering the label "plausible" or "improbable" in the field
"function", situated below the field containing the example. When a quotative was found not
to introduce direct speech, it was classified accordingly, and eliminated fi-om the final
counts.
Once all the quotatives in the Conversation corpus had been carefully analysed, I
calculatedthe total fi*equency ofoccurrence ofthe quotatives introducingplausible and
improbable quotation for each grammatical person (i.e., first, second, andthirdgrammatical
person). Thiswas easily doneby setting the FileMakerPro file in the "search mode", and
entering searchesfor "plausible" and "improbable" in the field "function".
Finally, I calculated theproportion of useof the quotatives "to introduce plausible and
improbable quotation inassociation with grammatical person against thetotal fi*equency of
thequotative in that specific grammatical person. Forexample, in Conversation, there are
163 occurrences oibe like used inassociation with first person singular subjects. Ofthese,
45, or27.7%, were found to introduce plausible quotation, and 118, or 72.4%, were found to-
introduce improbable quotation.
10 Ofcourse, in this case, the counts ofthe qualitative analysis were also modified accordingly.
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Summary
In this chapter I have described the corporaused in this study,procedures of data
retrieval, selection, and storage. I have illustrated the two typesofanalysescarriedout in the
study,outlined the framework used for the analysis of the discourse-pragmatic function of
the quotatives, and specified the procedures in the quantitative andqualitative analysis.
I now proceed to Chapter Four, where I will present and discuss the results of this
study. Thediscussion of the resultswill follow the orderof the analytical procedures
described in this chapter: first, I willpresent theresults of the quantitative analysis of
frequency within each corpus, of thecomparison of frequency across corpora, and ofthe
frequency ofuse in association with grammatical person; then Iwill discuss the results ofthe;
analysis of the discoiu^e-pragmatic function ofthe quotatives found in the corpus
Conversation.
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
'In this chapter I present and discuss the results of the analysis of the new quotatives
carried out following the procedures described in Chapter Three. I first present the results of
the quantitative analysis, and then move on to the discussion of the analysis of the discourse-
pragmatic fimction of the quotatives.
Quantitative analysis ^
As specified in Chapter Three, the quantitative analysis of the quotatives be like, go,
be all (and the "anchor" say) comprises three main steps: 1) analysis of frequency ofthe
quotativeswithin eachregister; 2) comparison of the frequencyofuse of the quotatives
acrossregisters; 3) analysis ofthe frequency of use ofthe quotatives in associationwith
different grammatical subjects. The discussion ofresults will follow this same order.
1. Analysis of frequency of the quotatives within each register
Co&versation
The frequency and distribution ofthequotatives in Conversation is displayed inTable
4.1, which shows the frequency ofsimple present tense ofthe quotatives, the frequency of
simple past tense forms, and the total ofsimple present and simple past tense forms. The
table specifies the raw and relative frequency ofthe quotatives, i.e. raw numbers resulting
from the final output ofthe searches, and the proportion that these raw numbers represent
against the total quotative use in the corpus (e.g., the sum ofall the quotative forms
considered in this present study retrieved I this particular corpus).
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Table 4.1: Frequency of use of quotatives in Conversation corpus
SAY BELIKE GO BE ALL
Total
quotative use
Raw % Raw % Raw % Blaw % Raw %
Simple Present 207 16.2 193 15.1 188 14.7 13 I 601 47.1
Simple 554 43.4 109 8.5 2 0.2 10 0.8 675 52.9
Total 761 59.6 302 23.6 190 14.9 23 1.8 1276 100
The frequency of the quotatives in the Conversation corpus is also represented in
Figure 4.1, which highlights the distribution across simple present and simple past tense, and
across the sum of simple present and simple past;
Figure 4.1: Frequency of use of quotatives in Conversation corpus
Frequency of use of quotatives in Conversation
Simple Present Simple Past Total
o be all
• go
• be like
• say
Theresults displayed inTable 4.1 show thai inConversation the traditional quolative
say accounts for almost 60% of all quotative use considered in this study. The new
quotatives be likeandgo, however, also account for a significant portion of the quotative use
in the corpus: be like accounts for almost one quarter (23.6%) of all quotative use; go
accounts for about 15% (14.9)of all quotative use.
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An important finding ofthe analysis of the fi'equency ofuse ofthe quotatives in
Conversation is that the frequency ofuse ofthe quotativessay, be like and go in the Present
Tense is very similar (see Figure 4.1), in that they each account for approximately 15% ofall
quotativeuse in the corpus. Thismeans that while,when looking at the sum ofsimple
present and simple past use of the quotatives, the traditional quotative say is by far the most
frequent quotative in the corpus, when looking at the use of the quotatives in the simple
present, thereis almostno difference in frequency between the traditional quotative say and
thenew quotatives be likeandgo. Thus, when speakers of AmericanEnglishreport direct
speech in casual conversation introducing thequoted speech with a lexicalised quotative (i.e.,
notusing "zero quotatives"), they choose among present tense forms ofsay, belike and go
with about the same frequency.
Another interesting finding is thatwhile the traditional quotative say ismost often
used in the simple past, thenew quotatives seem tobeused more often in the simple present:
the use ofsimple present belike accounts for 15% ofthe total quotative use, against the 8.5%
ofsimple past belike; go is ahnost never used inthe simple past.
Service Encounters
The frequency and distribution ofthe quotatives in the Service Encoimters corpus are
displayedin the Table 4.2, which follows the same conventions of4.1.
Table 4.2: Frequency ofuse ofquotatives in Service Encounters
SAY BE LIKE GO BE ALL
quotative use
Raw % Raw % Raw % Raw % Raw %
Simple Present 6 2.9 81 39.5 19 9.2 9 4.3 115 57.9
Simple Past 49 23.9 40 19.5 1 0.5 0 0 90 42
26.8 121 59 20 9.7 9 4.3 205 100
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Figure 4.2 also represents the frequency of the quotatives, highlighting their
distribution across tense:
Figure 4.2: Frequency of use of quotatives in Service Encouniers corpus
Frequency of use of quotatives in Service Encounters
ftir •• 1
Simple Present Simple Past
!• t •••1
ll
Total
• be like
The results of the analysis of the frequency and distribution of the use of the
quotatives in the Service Encounters corpus are especially interesting in that they show that,
in this corpus, the newquotative be like is by far themost frequently used quotative,
accounting for almost 60% of all quotative use. Be like is almost twice as frequent as the
traditional quotative say, which accounts for only about 27%of all quotative use in the
corpus.
As inConversation, in Service Encounters, while the traditional quotative say is by
far usedmost often in the simple past, the newquotatives be like, go and be all are used
much more frequently in the present tense.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the relatively low frequency of forms of say in
the simple present has to be understood in connection with the high number of conditional,
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past progressive with gonna and going to and future forms, which, as explained in Chapter
Three, were not included in the coimts.
The finding that in Service Encounters be like, with its 60% share of total quotative
use, is by far the most frequent of the set ofquotatives analysed in this study and is much
more frequent than the traditional say is most surprising, and has most probably to be
interpreted in the light of the type ofspoken discoiirse included in Service Encounters,
which, as mentioned in Chapter Three, seems to mainly consist in casual conversation among
co-workers (who often are college students). Also, as mentioned in Chapter Three, in a
comprehensive study ofthe spoken andwritten registers ofTOEFL 2000 SWAL using MD
analysis. Service Encounters was foundto be highlyinvolved, highly situation-dependant
and highly marked for nonimpersonal style. These findings are all consistentwith the fact
that ServiceEncoimters contains much casual conversation between collegestudents andhas
a highfrequency of thenewquotative be like. The discussion on the surprisingly high
frequency ofbe like in Service Encoimters willbe t^en upbelow in this chapter, in the
section onthecomparison of frequency ofuse ofthequotatives across registers.
Office Hours
The frequency and distribution ofthe quotatives inthe Office Hours corpus are
displayed in Table4.3,which follows the same conventions of Table4.1. and Table4.2.
SAY BELIKE GO BE ALL
Total
quotative use
Raw % Raw % Raw % Raw % Raw %
Simple Present 22 40 6 10.9 0 0 0 0 28 50.9
Simple Past 23 41.8 4 7.2 0 0 0 0 27 49.1
Total 45 81.8 10 18.1 0 0 0 0 55 100
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The first important finding of the analysis of frequency of use in Office Hours is that
only the quotatives say and be like occur in this corpus: there are nooccurrences of go and be
all. The traditional quotative say represents almost 82% of all quotative use in the corpus,
while the remaining 18% is accounted for by be like.
Figure 4.3 below highlights that in the Office Hours corpus, say isconsistently the
most frequent quotative across simple present and simple past, and, consequently, in the total
representing the sum of simple present and simple past.
Figure 4.3; Frequency of quotatives in OfficeHours corpus
Frequency of quotatives in Office Hours
100%T<::
40%-
Simple Present Simple Past Total
• be like
• say
The low frequency of use of thequotatives in Office Hours (only 55 quotatives),
combined with the low frequency of new quotatives and the predominance of the traditional
quotative say is anaspect that deserves more attention; it would be interesting to investigate
what contextual factors determine the low use of quotatives, and thus the low use of direct
reportedspeech, in this particular register of spoken interaction.
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2. Comparison of frequency of use of the quotatives across registers.
In this section I compare the frequency ofuse of the quotatives across the three
registers of spoken interaction represented by the three corpora used in the study,
Conversation, Service Encounters and Office Hours. Because the three corpora are of
unequal size (425,000; 97,600; 50,400 words respectively), the figures representing the raw
fi-equencywithin each register (displayed in Table 4.1, Table 4.2, Table 4.3) were normed to
occurrences per 100,000 words. The results of the nonnalization ofthe frequency of
occurrence ofthe quotatives across the three corpora are summarized in Table 4.4 below.
Table 4.4: Nonned frequency of the quotatives across the three corpora.
CONVERSATION
(Frequency per
100,000 words)
SERVICE
ENCOUNTERS
(Frequency per
OFFICEHOURS
(Frequency per
100,000 words)
Raw % Raw % Raw %
Simple Present 48.7 16.2 6.1 2.9 43.6 39.9
SAY Simple Past 130.3 43.4 50.2 23.9 45.6 41.7
Total 1879 59.6 56.3 26.8 89.2 81.7
Simple Present 45.4 15.1 82.9 39.4 11.9 10.9
BELIKE Simple Past 26.6 8.5 40.9 19.4 7.9 7.2
Total 71 23.6 123.9 59 19;8 18.1
Simple Present 44.2 14.7 19.4 9.2 0 0
GO Simple Past 0.5 0.1 1 0.5 0 0
Total 44.7 14.8 20.4 9.7 0 0
Simple Present 3 1 9.2 4.3 0 0
BEALL Simple Past .2.4 0.8 0 0 0 0
Total 5.4 1.8 9.2 4.3 0 0
Total quotative
use
300.1 100 210 100 109.1 100
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The comparison of the frequency ofthe quotatives in the three coipora revealed a few
interesting,aspects. First of all, it appears that quotatives are used the most frequently in
Conversation (300 occurrences), and the least frequently in Office Hours (109 occurrences),
with Service Encounters in a somewhat median position (210 occurrences). This means that
the use ofdirect quotation is more frequent in certain registers of spoken interaction than
others, an aspect that, as mentioned above, would deserve further investigation. This
suggests, indeed, that the type of spoken interaction affects the use ofdirect speech quotation
and the type ofquotative formats used to introduce direct quotation. In this perspective, it is
perhaps not surprising that Conversation shows the highest frequency ofquotatives among
the three corpora: casual conversation has traditionally been considered a type of spoken
interaction naturally generating storytelling, which in turn generally includes the use ofdirect
quotation to create interpersonal involvementand for evaluative and evidential purposes (See
Tannen 1986,1988,1989; Mayes 1990; Holt 1996; Macaulay 1987). Based on this
assumption, it is intuitively not so surprising thatOffice Hours, a corpus consisting in one-
on-one consultations between students and instructors, and thus presumably not including
much storytelling, should yield a lowuseofdirect quotation and, thus, a lowfrequency of
quotatives. Aninteresting aspect, in this perspective, is the frequency of thequotatives in
Service Encounters, which is in a somewhat medial position between Office Hours and
Conversation. This may tentatively beexplainedwith the fact that, although the Service
Encounters corpus was designed to contain highly structured interaction, it actually also
contains much casual conversation between co-workers, a fact that, as mentioned in Chapter
Three may challenge the possibility ofconsidering Service Encounters as aspoken register
clearly distinct from conversation.
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The distribution of the different quotatives across the three corpora is another
interesting aspect of the quantitative analysis. I present the analysis of the distribution of the
different quotatives in separate sections.
Say
The "standard" quotative say is by far the most frequent quotative used in
Conversation and Office Hours, where it accounts for approximately 60% and 82% ofthe
total quotative use respectively. Say is less frequent than be like in Service Encounters,
vi^here it accounts for approximately 27% oftotal quotative use, against the 59% ofbe like.
Be like
Be like is the second most frequent quotative both in Conversation and Office Hours,
where it accoimts for approximately 24%and 18% of the total quotative use respectively. Be
like is by far the most frequent quotative in ServiceEncounters, where it accounts for
approximately 60% of the total quotative use in thecorpus, against the27% of total quotative
use representedby say. In all three corpora, be like is muchmore frequent (almost twice as
frequent) in the simplepresent thanin the simple past.
The finding that be like is by farthemost frequent quotative in Service Encounters is
notable; belike seems to occupy the "quotative space" that incorpora ofgeneral, casual
conversation, such as Conversation, and incorpora representing more formal registers of
interaction, such as Office Hours, is occupied by the traditional say. Why this should be so
mayverywellhave to dowith thenature of thespoken discourse included in Service
Encounters, which, as mentioned in Chapter Three and above in this chapter, seems to
mainly consist in casual conversation among co-workers and/or colleges students. Ifmuch of
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the interaction included in Service Encounters is simply very casual conversation among
college students, indeed, then it is perhaps not so surprising that the quotative be like, which
has traditionally been reported to be more frequent in the language ofyoung speakers (Blyth
et al. 1990, Romaine & Lange 1991, Ferrara & Bell 1995, TagHamonte & Hudson 1999,
Macaulay 2001) should be so frequent in Service Encounters.
Because previous studies of the new quotative be like (Blyth et al. 1990, Romaine &
Lange 1991, Ferrara & Bell 1995) have not adopted a corpus-based approach, it is
unfortunately not possible to compare these findings with previous findings. Blyth et al.
(1990), indeed, do not provide the nimiber and/or proportion ofuse ofbe like. Ferrara & Bell
(1995)provide the proportions of use of be like in their 1990corpus, distinguishingbetween
females andmalesuse. Because thispresentstudydid not adopt a sociolinguistic approach
anddid not lookat issues of age andgender, this data cannot be comparedwith Ferrara &
Bell's data.
However, overall, these dataclearlyshowthat the quotative be like is a very common
form ofdirect speech introduction indifferent registers ofspoken interaction inpresent-day
American English, and demonstrate that incertain registers it can even be twice as frequent
as the traditional say.
Go
The quotative gois relatively frequent inConversation and Service Encounters,
where it accounts for 14.4% and 9.7% oftotal quotative use respectively, and absent in
Office Hours. Go follows the same trend ofthe new quotative be like in being used more
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often in the simple present. As a matter of fact, go is ahnost never used in the simple past
tense form went.
Be all
The new quotative be all is the least frequent in Conversation and Service
Encounters, and is absent in Office Hours. Interestingly, it is more frequent in Service
Encoimters, where it accounts for 4.3% ofthe total quotative use, than in Conversation,
where it accounts for only 1.7% of the total quotative use. Like be like and go, the new
quotative be all seems to be more often used in the simple present.
3. Analysis of frequency of use of the quotatives with grammatical person.
The analysis of the association ofthe use of the new quotatives with grammatical
person (i.e.: first person singular I, second person singularyou, third person singular he, she,
someone and any other person's name, etc.) is important because, in previous studies ofthe
quotative be like, it hasbeenconsidered as one of the"linguistic diagnostics for expansion"
(Tagliamonte &Hudson 1999: 152), i.e., an intemal linguistic factorthat canbe correlated
with the progression of the linguistic change.
Bl)^ et al. (1990: 221) and Romaine &Lange (1991: 243) found that the quotatives
say and go tended to beused in iassociation with third person grammatical subjects to express
the speech ofothers, while be like was rarely used inthe third person singular, presumably
dueto its association with the reporting of speaker's own intemal or emotional states
(Romaine &Lange 1991). In Ferrara &Bell's most recent data sample from 1994, however,
nearly halfofall occurrences ofbe like were in the third person. More specifically, in the
1994 data sample, the use ofbe like with first person singular subjects accounted for 37% of
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the total use of the quotative, while the use ofbe like with third person singular subjects
accounted for 40% ofthe total use of the quotative. Ferrara & Bell interpreted this as
evidence of the expansion of the discourse function of be like and of its increasing use within
the quotative system ofAmerican EngHsh (Ferrara & Bell 1995).
Taken together, these studies provide a useful starting point for the analysis of the
association of the quotatives with grammatical person. Here I look at the frequency ofuse of
the quotatives in association with grammatical person in the three corpora under
investigation, and compare the findings to previousstudies,where possible. Because the
focus of previous studies looking at association with grammaticalperson as a linguistic
"diagnostics" for expansion (Blyth et al. 1990, Romaine &Lange1991, Feirara &Bell 1995)
have focused onamain distinction between use of the quotative with the firstperson
singular, anduseof thequotative withthethird person singular, in this analysis of the
association ofthe use of the quotatives with grammatical person I will follow the same
method. More specifically, I presentfrequency data of the use of the quotatives with the first
person singular, the third person singular, and "other" subjects,where the latter include
second person singular and plural {you), first person plural iyve, John andI, etc.), and third
person plural (they). The data are displayed inTables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 below. Frequency
data specifying association ofsimple present and simple past tense forms ofthe quotatives
with all grammatical persons is provided in Appendix 1. I now briefly analyse the use ofthe
quotatives in association with grammatical person in the three corpora used in the present
study, with aparticular focus on Conversation, which, being the largest corpus, has yielded
the largest number of quotatives.
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Table 4.5: Quotative use with grammatical person in Conversation
SAY BELIKE GO BE ALL
Raw % raw % Raw % raw %
l" ps 346 45.4 163 53.9 60 31.9 10 43.4
3"^" ps 320 42.0 124 41.0 109 57.9 13 56.5
Other 95 12.4 15 4.9 21 11.1 - -
total 761 100 302 100 188 100 23 100
Table 4.6: Quotative use with grammatical person in Service Encounters
SAY BE TJKK GO BE ALL
raw % raw % Raw % raw % •
r'ps 23 41.8 60 49.5 7 35 6 66.6
3 '^* ps 15 27.2 54 44.6 13 65 2 22.2
Other 17 30.9 7 5.7 - - 1 11.1
total 55 100 121 100 20 100 9 100
Table 4.7: Quotative use with grammatical person in Office Hours
SAY BE T,TKK GO BE ALL
raw % raw % Raw % raw %
r'ps 10 22.2 3 30 - _ _
3"'ps 7 15.5 6 60 . _ _ _
Other 28 62.2 1 10 - - - .
total 45 100 10 100 - - -
-
Be like
As shown in Table 4.5., in Conversation the use of be like in associationwith first
person singular subjects accounts for almost 54% ofthe occurrences ofthe quotatives, while
the use in the third person singular accounts for 41% ofthe total use ofthe quotative in the
corpus. This finding strongly contradicts Blyth et al.'s (1990) claim that "be like is rarely
used in the third person singular" (221), and instead confirms Ferrara &Bell's (1995) finding
that the use ofbe like in the third person singular is increasing.
The findings from the other two corpora used in the study. Service Encounters and
Office Hours, corroborate this tendency, as in both ofthem be like is used with third person
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singular grammatical subjects in more than 40% ofthe cases: in Service Encounters the use
of be like with third person singular subjects accounts for 44.6% ofthe total occurrences,
while in Office Hours the use of be like accoimts for 60% ofthe total use of the quotative.
In all three corpora, the use of be likewith other grammatical persons accounts for a
very low percentage ofthe total use ofthe quotative. For example, in Conversation be like is
used with other subjects in a negligible 4.9% ofthe cases.
Go
In both the corpora in which it is accounted for, Conversation and Service
Encounters, go is usedmuchmore frequently (almost twiceas frequently) with third person
singular subjects thanwithfirst person singular subjects: theuseofgo withthird person
subjects accounts for almost 58% of thetotal useof thequotative, as opposed to the almost
32% ofthe total use in Conversation, and for 65%, as opposed to the 35% ofuse with first
person singular subjects, in Service Encounters.
This finding seems basically to reconfirm Blyth etal.'s claim that5-0 is
predominantly used with thethird person singular. Unfortunately^ there areno other
quantitative studies ofthe use ofquotative goinAmerican English, and it is thus not possible
to trace the evolution oftheuse ofgowith third person singular subjects. However, these
findings clearly show that the new quotative go is more frequently used to quote the speech
ofothers, rather thanone's own speech.
Be all
(
The quotative be allis the least frequent ofall, and, as mentioned above, it does not
occur inOffice Hours. From the little data available in Conversation and Service Encounters
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it does also not seem possible to establish any pattern ofuse in association with different
grammatical subjects: in Conversation be all is used more frequently in association with third
person singular subjects, where it accounts for 56.5% of total quotative use, while in Service
Encounters it occurs more frequently with first person singular subjects (66.6% oftotal use).
Perhaps one interesting finding is that there were no occurrences ofbe all with plural
subjects in the corpora under investigation.
Summary of quantitative analysis
The results ofthe analysis of the frequencyofsimple present and simplepast tense
forms of the newquotatives be like, go, be all andof the traditional quotative say in the three
corpora Conversation, Service Encounters, and Office Hours have shown that the traditional
quotative say accounts for a significant portion of the totaldirect speech quotative useacross
the three corpora. However, the proportion of frequencyofoccurrence ofthis traditional
quotative varies considerably across the three corpora.
Whilesay is themost frequent quotative in Conversation andOffice Hours,themost
frequentdirect speech quotativein ServiceEncounters is be like. Be like stands out as a
solid, stable, considerably frequent quotative across all three corpora. It is the only new
quotative occurring in Office Hours, and it accounts for more than half and almost one
quarter oftotal quotative use inService Encounters and Conversation respectively.
The new quotatives go and beall occur only in Conversation and Service Encounters.
However, while goappears as relatively frequent in that it accounts for about 15% and 10%
oftotal quotative use respectively in Conversation and Service Encounters, be all occurs with
a verylow, almost negligible frequency.
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Qualitative Analysis
In this section I present the results of the analysis of the discourse-pragmatic
functions of the quotatives in the Conversation corpus. The analysis was based on the
framework described in Chapter Three, and aims at capturing a main, rather broad distinction
between plausible and improbable quotation, that is between quotation ofspeech which may
plausibly have been uttered, and quotation of speechthat was imlikelyto have been uttered as
it seems to simply represent the gist of somespeech, the internal speechor thought ofthe
quoted speaker. As mentioned in Chapter Three, underlying this framework is the
assumption that, although directquotation cannot be considered a truly verbatim reportand is
likely to be a reconstruction by the speaker, it has to be recognized that there are different
levelsofplausibilityof the quotation. The level of plausibility of the quotation bears
relevance to a study ofthe discoursefunction of the quotativesbecause the content of the
quote is thought to determine which quotativewill be used.
Because according to tiie framework used forthisanalysis all quotations attributed to
plural grammatical subjects is improbable, Iwill only discuss quotations attributed to
singular grammatical subjects, with aparticular focus on first and third person singular
subjects. There are two main reasons for circumscribing thediscussion of thediscourse
function ofthe quotatives to quotatives inthe first and third person singular: first, as shown
in Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, the use oftiie quotatives in the second person singular and in plural
persons accounts for anegligible proportion ofthe total quotative use; secondly, inthe
literature on be like—the only new quotative that has been the object ofquantitative studies—
the use ofthe quotative with first and third person singular has been used to make claims
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about the discoursefunction ofthe quotative(SeeBlyth et al 1990:221; Feirara &Bell 1995:
279 ff.).
The results of the discourse-pragmatic analysis are presented in Table 4.8 below:
Table 4.8.: Discourse-pragmatic functions of the quotatives.
SAY BE LIKE GO BE ALL
raw % raw % raw % raw %
Ips Plausible 255 73.6 45 27.6 40 66.6 5 50
Iir^robable 91 26.3 118 72.4 20 33.3 5 50
2ps Plausible 17 36.1 - 2 66.6 - - - -
lnq>robable 30 63.8 1 33.3 5 , 100 - -
3ps Plausible 222 69.3 84 67.7 97 89 7 46.6
In^robable 98 30.6 40 32.2 12 11 8 53.3
Table 4.8 shows that when used in the first person singular, the quotatives say and go
generally introduceplausible quotation, which accounts for 73.6% and 66.6% of first person
say and go respectively; while be like used with first person singular subjects generally
introduces improbable quotation. Note also that, when used in association with the third
person singular, say, go and be like all generally introduce plausible quotation, which
accoimts for 69.3%, 67.7%, and 89% of the total use in the third person singular. Be all
seems to introduce plausible and improbable quotation with equal frequency both in the first
and the third person, but any pattern must be taken as tentative due to the low firequency of
occurrence of this quotative. Finally, quotative use in the second person singular is
negligible for all quotatives and is not accounted for the quotative be all.
I now proceed to the discussion of the discourse-pragmatic function ofthe single
quotatives across the first and third singular grammatical persons.
Say
The results displayed in Table4.8 andplotted in Figure 4.4 below show that, when
the traditional quotativesay is usedwith first person singularsubjects, it generally introduces
a quotation that may be taken as plausible, hideed, the use ofsay with first person singular
subjects has been found to introduceplausible quotation in almost 74%ofthe cases, and
improbable quotation in only 26%of the cases. This finding seems to substantiateBlyth et
al/s (1990) claim that ''say is themost neutralverb, unambiguously marked for speech
(direct or indirect)" (222). However, it also shows that the traditional quotative say may be
used to introduce improbable quotations, as the example below shows:
(42) <1945> [Was he] was he, quivering over theprice or anything? <1914> Nope. <1945> Was he
serious orjustplay [<unclear>] <19}4> [I think] serious <1945> What'she want to do with the
dog? <1914> Hunt. <1945> He's serious. <1914> Andhesaid... I'm gonna neuter the dog, I don't
want anything to do with the trainingpart I'm leaving that up to the experts, [[Isaid]], damn I wish
there were more people likeyou. <}945> Yeah... <unclear> mymouth and then mygum gets stuck
in my hair and <I9I4> But he was out there at piitting my line in, he looked over andMarvin was
out there causeMarvin, [<unclear>] <I945> [He is a <unclear>] <1914> Marvin's <unclear>
and that's like shutting off... a part ofMarvin <nvjaugh> <1945> <laughing>oh myg- <unclear>
(Conversation)
The quotative say here introduces improbable quotation in that the quote "damn, I
wish there were more people like you" seems to represent what the speaker thought, rather
than what he/she told her/his interlocutor.
The results of the discourse-pragmatic analysis showed that the traditional quotative
say introduces plausible speech in the vast majority of the cases in the first person, and also
when used with third person singular subjects (69%), thus substantiating previous claims on
the neutrality ofthis traditional quotative (Blyth et al. 1990: 220).
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Be like
The pattern ofuse shownby be like is very different from the one displayedby say.
when used with first person singular subjects, be like introducesplausible speech in only
approximately 28%of the cases. In the rest of the cases (72%) it introduces improbable
quotation, that is the inner speech or thought of the speaker, or a representation ofthe attitude
of the speaker. This finding substantiates previous research on be like arguing that be like is
used to introduce either direct speech and inner thought reports (Schourup 1985; Tannen
1986,1989; Blyth et al. 1990; Romaine & Lange 1991; Ferrara & Bell 1995). The
importance ofthis finding lies in the fact that it provides an empirical, quantitative basis for
previous, non-corpus based claims about the discourse-pragmatic fimction of the new
quotative be like. Examples of the use ofbe likewith first person singular subjects to
introduce improbable quotation are provided in Chapter Three (ex. 29,30,31, 32) and below:
(43)2080> I thought that they really had breasts underneath them. <2072> I knowit is too
funny. <20B0> [[Iwaslike]] my god. <2078> Maybe weshould call the holidaybakelineand
explain that to them. (Conversation)
(44) You know, I'm so mad. He had it halfway done. I was reading a magazine, I lookedupand [fF
waslike]] oh, it'sgreat. It's just whatI wanted. Ifinished reading and I thoughthe wasevening it up
and he cut like another two inches off. (Conversation)
The use of be likewith third person singular subjects follows a patters that is the
reverse of the pattem found with the use of the quotative with first person singular subjects:
when used with thethirdperson singular, be like typically introduces plausible quotation.
The proportions are quite revealing: when be like is used with third person singular subjects,
it introduces improbable quotation in approximately 32% of thecases, andplausible
quotation in approximately 68% ofthe cases, against the 27.6% of first person plausible
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quotation and the 12A% of improbable quotation introduced by be like with first person
singular subjects.
Finally, one important remark about the use of be like with first person singular
subjects: the fact that in 28% of the cases of be like with first person singular subjects, the
quotative was found to introduceplausible quotation challenges Ferrara & Bell's (1995)
claims on the impossibility ofdistinguishing speech from thought when be like is used with
first person singular subjects. Ferrara & Bell argue that there is a difference between the use
ofbe like in the third person singular and the use ofbe like in the first person singular:
"When dialogue is reported in first person it is impossible to distinguish thought from
speech", while 'Svhen a third person's dialogue is introduced {he, she, they), there is the
possibility that actual words were spoken and that the quotation so introduced is a
representation or demonstration ofthat speech." (279). Clearly, the fact that, in 28% ofthe
cases, first person be like was found to introduceplausible quotation challenges this claim. It
was found that it is not always impossible to distinguish speechfrom thoughtwhen be like is
usedwith firstperson singular: there arecases in whichthe quotation introduced by first
person singular be like has prepositional content that contributes to the advancement ofthe
story(i.e. complicating action) - an element thatFerrara &Bell (1995) toorecognize as an
indicator ofplausibility of the quote (Ferrara &Bell 1995: 279-280) - or is part of an
utterance towhich theprotagonists responded. This is illustrated in examples (27) and (28)
in ChapterThree, and in (45), (46), (47) below:
(45) Andshe had like eight things soLois was waiting on her and ofcourseyou know, that lady wants
to talk so the guy that the tube wore out on I said I'm sorry can Iplease haveyou to go thepush out
window soyou canpush throughyourmoneyyou could skip everybody, hehadtowaitbehind her
andLois couldn't get hermachine to work and she, I think shejust got nervous andshe kept screwing
up soAndy had tofinish itand then she was gone and[[Vm like]] I'm sosorryyou had to wait he
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said well, he goes, I guess things happenand stufflikethat. <2091> That's verynice ofhim.
<2090> And then there was a girl behind himand I'm iust like oh crap, what can I do. Shewas mad
our service sucked and she got tickedoffbecause she had to wait in line again but there's not much
we can do lady. (Conversation)
(46)LikeI was talking to this one,I was talking to this one girl right and she was telling meshut up,
shut up, shut up that meansI likewhatyou are sayingkeeptalking to me. <1910> Well howdidyou
handle that? <1911> [[I'm like]] I thoughtyou were telling me to shut she 2oes shut up, shut up,
shu= that meansI likewhatyou're saying keep talking to me. <?> <nvjaugh> <1910> Nowthat's
kind ofcrazy. <?> <unclear> <?> It's really wild talk and um <?> <nv_laugh> <?> That's good I
like that. (Conversation)
(47) She said willyou answer thephone, willyou answer thephone and [[I was like]] hello. Then it
was myAunt and she's like it's me, answer the other line and so I keptpushing and there's nobody on
the other line so then she won'tpick up thephone because she thinks it's like ... (Conversation)
Notice the difference, in (45), between the first I'm like (bolded), which is taken to
introduce plausible quotation on the grounds that it is part of an utterance to which the
interlocutor responds (he said well, he goes, I guess things happen andstufflike that...\ and
the second I'm like (underlined), which is taken to introduce improbable quotation, as the
quote seems to represent the thought of the speaker, rather than plausibly uttered speech.
Go
The new quotative go seems to follow a pattern similar to the one ofsay, in that it
tends to be used to introduceplausible speechboth when usedwith first person singular
subjects (66.6%) and when used with third person singular subjects (89%). Go is used to
introduce improbable quotation only in about 34% ofthe occurrences ofuse in the first
person singul^, and 11% of the occuirencesofuse in the third person singular.
The finding thatwhenusedwith first personsingular subjects, go introduces
plausible speech in almost 67% of thecases maybeconsidered to challenge previous claims
that gois used for dramatic effect and evaluation (Blyth et al. 1990: 220). The results of this
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analysis of the discourse function ofgo suggests indeed that go is used in a way much similar
to the neutral say. The examples below illustrate the use ofgo to introduceplausible
quotation:
(48)Last night I was suppose to call Stacey 'causeshe wasgonna give me a perm so I dialed this
number. This guy answersand I didn't recognize the voice butI thought wellher roommate maybe
she knows somebody. [[Igo]] is Stacey thereand hegoes noshe dropped offher clothes and left
she'll be backabout eight 0 clock. <laughing>AndI'm like<Aaughing> she toldmeto come overat
seven 0 clock. Sothenlhungupand ...{CoTiYQTSd.\ioTi)
(49) Nancy came to thedoor. <?> Butitwasn't her. It was theJehovah witnesses with themagazine
and[[Igo]] no, no, no. I saidI thoughtyouknew, I tried to explain toher thatI was waitingfor
somebody that's why I calledyouNancy or whatever andshe's like, oh, anyway, and like someone
beepedand it (Conversation)
(50) ... likeI don't know I'm like another thirtyfeet away and I turn backand he's still there and he
pullsup androlls up the window andhestands there saying areyou going togetinor not? [[Igo]]
noI'mwalking. Hegoesget inhereso I sat inandhegoesyouknowfor a college studentyoudon't
have a lotofbrainsat all,yeahI know I was always wonderingpeople alwc^s askme while I'm
datingyou <nvjaugh>
<2091>Jeez. (Conversation)
Be all
Thenew quotative beall seems to introduce plausible and improbable quotation with
equal frequency both when occurring in the first person singular, and when occurring in the
third person singular. However, the total numberof occurrences ofbe all is so low that it
does not seem possible to make any strong claims about the discourse-pragmatic function of
this quotative.
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Summary of discourse-pragmatic analysis of the quotatives
First person singular subjects
The proportion of use of the new quotatives be like, go. be all and of the traditional
say with first person singular subjects to introduce plausible and improbable quotation is
plotted in Figure 4.4 below:
Figure4.4; Discourse-function of thequotatives with first person singular subjects
Discourse function of the quotatives with first
person singular subjects
100%
60%-
40%-
say be iiice go be aii
• Improbable quota&on
• Plausible quotation
Figure 4.4shows that, when the traditional quotative say is used with the first person
singular subject I, it generally introduces plausible speech (74%). Only in approximately one
quarter of the cases (26%), does saywith first person singular subjects introduce improbable
quotation.
The new quotative belike follows a completely different pattern: in the vast majority
ofthe cases (72%), first person singular be like introduces improbable speech, that is a
representation of the thought or inner speech of the speaker; only in about one quarter of the
cases (28%) does first person singular be like introduce plausible quotation.
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The distribution of the discourse-functionsof the new quotative go is closer to that of
the traditional quotative say than to that of the new be like: first person singular go introduces
plausible speech in almost 67% of the cases and improbable speech in about 33% of the
cases.
When used with the first person singular subject, the new quotative be all seems to
introduce plausibleand improbable speechwithequal frequency. However, conclusions are
tentative in thiscase, due to the low number ofoccurrences found in thecorpus.
Third person singular subjects
The proportion of use of the new quotatives be like, go, be all and of the traditional
say with third person singular subjects to introduce plausible and improbable quotation is
plotted in Figure 4.5 below:
Figure 4.5; Discourse function of thequotatives with third person singular subjects
Discourse function of the quotatives with third
person singular subjects
.Pi J
say be like go be all
• Improbable quotation
• Plausible quotation
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As shown in Figure 4.5, the neutral quotative say introducesplausible speech in the
majority of the cases (69%) in which it is used in association with third person singular
subjects. Interestingly, this pattem is followed also by the new quotative be like and go^
which, when used with third person singular subjects, introduce plausible quotation in almost
68% arid 89% ofthe cases respectively. The new quotative be all introduces plausible
quotation in a lower proportion (54%) but conclusions on the discourse-function of this
quotative are still very tentative due to the low number ofoccurrences retrieved in the corpus.
Summary
In this chapter I have presented the results of the analysis of the frequency of
occurrence of simple present and simple past tense forms the three new quotatives be like, be
all, go and ofthe traditional quotative say in three corpora of spoken American English, e.g.,
"Conversation,Service Encoimters and OfficeHours; I have compared their frequency across
the different corpora; and I have analysed their pattems ofoccurrence in association with
grammatical person. I have then discussed the results of the analysis of the discourse-
pragmatic functionofthe quotatives, focusing on the discourse-pragmatic function ofthe
quotatives used in association with first and third person singular subjects.
I now proceed to Chapter Five, where I will discuss the important findings ofthis
study, the limitations of the studyand implications for further research and teaching.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS
Major findings
The first research question that drove this study was concerned with the frequency of
the new quotatives be like, go, be all in present-day spoken American English, and was
divided into three closely related questions regarding the overall frequency of these
quotatives in comparison with the traditional quotative say in three relatively small corpora
of spoken American English, the comparison of their frequency across the corpora, and their
frequency ofoccurrence in association with different grammatical subjects.
With respect to this first research question, this study has shown that while the
traditional quotative say is still the most frequent direct speech introducer in spoken
American English, the new quotative be like stands out as a stable, significantly frequent
direct speech quotative, as attested by the fact that it occurs in all corpora used in this study,
and the fact that it is by far the most frequent quotative in one of the corpora (Service
Encounters). The new quotative go also appears as a relatively stable element in the
American English quotative system, while the new quotative be all seems to be still rather
infrequent, although it is attested in two of the corpora used in this study (Conversation and
ServiceEncounters). Further, this studyhas shown that while all new quotativesappear to be
used more frequently in the present tense but are used relatively frequently in the past tense
too, the past tense quotative form went is hardly ever used. With respect to the question of
frequency of occurrence in association with grammatical person, this studyhas shown that
there are clear patterns ofassociation: all new quotatives are used most often in association
withfirst andthird person singular subjects. More importantly, this study has shown that the
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use of be like in association with third person singulars grammatical subjects accounts for
more that 40% of the use of this quotative in all registers, thus suggesting that the use and the
discourse-function of this quotative are in the process ofexpanding.
The second research question was concerned with the discourse-pragmatic function of
the quotatives. The analysis carried out in this study aimed at establishing the degree to
which the new quotatives are used to introduceplausible or improbable speech, that is
whether they introduce quotation that represents the inner thought or speech ofthe reported
speaker, or whether instead they introduce some speechthat, while it may not be taken as a
verbatim report, seems to have been plausiblyuttered as it has prepositional content that
contributes to the advancement of thestory, or it is partof anutterance towhich thereported
interlocutor responded. The analysisof the discourse-pragmatic functionhas shown that
there aresome clear patterns of association between grammatical person of thequotative and
discourse function of thequotative. The discourse-function of is quite similar to tiiat of
say, in thatgo generally introduces plausible quotation both in thefirst person singular and
the third person singular. On thecontrary, thenew quotative belike displays much more
complex discourse-pragmatic functions: when used in the first person singular, it generally
introduces improbable quotation, thatis speech thatrepresents the emotional stateor the
thoughts of the speaker atthe time ofthe reported situation, rather than plausibly uttered
speech; when used inthe third person singular, be like generally introduces plausible speech.
This finding isimportant inthat it confirms previous non corpus-based studies arguing that
the discourse fimction ofthis quotative isexpanding from representation ofthe inner
thoughts and ofthe emotional states ofthe speaker (Butters 1982, Tannen 1986,1989) to
quotation ofplausible direct speech (Ferrara &BelU995). At the same time, this finding
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also indicates that the quotative be like is used to introduce plausible direct speech also in the
third person singular, just as thetraditional quotative say and thenew quotative go, thus
contradicting previous non coipus-based studies claiming that it is impossible to distinguish
thought from speech when belike is used in the first person singular (Ferrara &Bell 1995).
This studyhas also shownthat type andfrequency of the quotatives varyacross
corpora representing different registers of spoken interaction. This is clearly demonstrated
bytheoverall lowfrequency of quotatives and by thenegligible frequency of new quotatives
in the Office Hourscorpus. This suggests that, in consultative registers of spoken interaction
such as one-on-one consultations between student and instructor, direct speech quotation is
used less frequentlythan in casual registers of spoken interaction, such as conversation. We
have also reasons to believe that in consultative registers such as Office Hours, not only is
direct speech less frequent, but also it is used with different discourse functions from the ones
identified by previous research (Tannen 1986,1988,1989; Macaulay 1987; Mayes 1990,
Holt 1996) for the use of direct quotation in conversational storytelling, e.g. creating
interpersonal involvement, evidential and evaluative functions.
Limitations of the study
This study has looked at simplepresent and simple past tense forms ofthe new
quotatives be like, go, beall, andthe anchor say in three corpora of spoken American
English: Conversation, Service Encounters and Office Hours. While these forms have
provided a fairlycomplete pictureofthe frequency of use and of the discourse function ofthe
new quotatives, they certainly do not exhaust all possible forms that may occur. For
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example, I have not looked at the combinationofbe like and be all, e.g. be all like-, I have not
looked at the use ofbe like with adverbials, as in bejust like', I have also not looked at
progressive forms such as I amgoing, I was going, etc. More complex searches could be
designed in order to capture these forms. Clearly, not having searched for these forms
implies that the total frequency of occurrence of the newquotatives as reported in this study
might be lower than it would be if these possible forms had been searched.
Asmentionedin Chapter Three, I haveexcluded conditional, past progressive with
gonna,going to, future forms, andmodalised forms, as inyoumight say, she'd say, etc.
These forms would have opened awhole new dimension—and arguably a very interesting
one - ofthe study, for two main reasons: 1) theywouldhave called for searchesof
"comparable" forms ofthe new quotatives, e.g. forms such as I would be like, he wouldgo,
hemight be like, etc.; 2) they would have called for amore complex framework for the
analysis of the discourse-pragmatic function, as hypothetical orunspoken discourse may
probably be classified neither asplausible nor as improbable.
This study aimed at looking at the use ofthe new quotatives in different registers of
spoken interaction, as represented in acorpus ofcasual conversation and two corpora of
coi^ultations. While ithas revealed some striking differences between the use ofquotatives
in Conversation and Office Hours, this study has not allowed to identify any clearcut
differences between Conversation and Service Encounters. As mentioned in Chapter Three
and mChapter Four, Service Encounters were indeed found to include much casual
conversation among college students and this might definitely have influenced the frequency
and use ofnew quotatives, as revealed by the high frequency ofbe like in the corpus. This
mterpretation would also find possible evidence in the results ofastudy ofregister variation
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in the TOEFL 2000 SWAL corpus, in which Service Encounters was found to be a highly
involved, highly situation dependant and highly marked for nonimpersonal style register
(Biber et al. 2002).
Finally, unlike previous quantitative research on the new quotatives (which, as
mentioned in Chapter Two, is limited to the new quotative be like), this study has not adopted
a sociolinguistic approach, in that it was not concerned with issues of age, gender, and social
class of the speakers using the quotatives. This might be a limitation, especially considering
that the literature on be like has shown that this quotative was most typical of the language of
younger speakers (Blyth et al. 1990, Romaine & Lange 1991, Ferrara & Bell 1995,
Tagliamonte & Hudson 1999,Macaulay2001). Further, although the corpora used in this
study are subcorpora ofmuch larger and principled corpora (LSWE and TOEFL 2000
SWAL), a fact that should ensure a certain level of diversityin sex, age, and social status of
the informants, some ofthe surprising findings reported in thispresentstudyon the
distribution of thequotatives in theService Encounters corpus point to thepossibility that the
Service Encounters corpus might be skewed toward younger informants, as suggested bythe
likelihood that the corpus mainly consists ofcasual conversation among college students.
Implications for further research
This study has raised as many questions as it has answered, and definitely points to
new avenues ofresearch. First ofall, inorder to obtain aclearer picture ofthe new
quotatives and oftheir proportion ofuse within the quotative system ofAmerican English,
forms in addition to simple present and simple past tense should be searched. These should
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include the above mentioned combination ofbe like and be all, bejust all, progressive forms,
and quotative forms introducing hypothetical discourse.
A more comprehensive study ofnew quotative forms in spoken American English
should include also other quotatives that have been reported in the literature, such as be and
zero quotatives. This might require the use of tools for corpus analysis more sophisticated
than concordancers, or, at least, more complex searches in order to capture forms that the
researcher may not be aware ofwhen running the searches.
Secondly, more research into the discourse fimction of the quotatives is needed,
especially if forms introducing hypothetical or unspoken discourse are included.
Thirdly, this study points to the need formore qualitative research into the
interrelationship between discourse context and direct speech. Myers (1999) and Baynham
(1996) call formore research into the functions of direct quotation in different discourse
contexts, and, thus, in different registers ofspoken interaction. Now that corpora ofspoken
Academic English (e.g. TOEFL 2000 SWAL, Michigan Corpus ofAcademic Spoken
English) have been completed, itwill certainly beinteresting to look at the use ofthe new
quotatives indifferent registers of spoken Academic English.
Finally, some of the surprising findings on the frequency and distribution ofthe
quotatives in the corpora used in the present study (particularly in Service Encounters) call
for large-scale studies on the new quotatives ofAmerican English that include the
investigation ofsociolinguistic variables such as sex, age and gender, based on larger and
more representative corpora ofspoken American English.
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Conclusion
This study has shown that the new quotatives be like, go, be all, and p^cularly be
like and go represent a solid, stable and frequent presence in the quotative system ofpresent-
dayAmericanEnglish. Speakers ofAmerican English use these quotativeswith significant
frequency in the everydaybusiness ofmaking speechreports in casual conversation.
The importance ofthis finding lies in its potential for grammatical description. As
has been shown in ChapterTwo, several studies havenoted the inadequacy ofELT materials
and traditional,non corpus-based grammars in accountingfor the various choices that are
opento speakers whenmaking speech reports in everyday life. ELTmaterials and grammars
should account for the use of forms suchas the ones analyzed in this study, and should
provide information about the discourse-pragmatic useof theseforms. For example, thenew
quotative be like should be described as a direct speech introducer thatwhen used in
association with first person singular subjects may introduce inner speech orthought, and
thus may be used as a substitute of the verb to think.
This study has also shown the potential ofsmall corpora for studies ofspoken data
involving qualitative discourse analysis. Ithas shown that even relatively small corpora can
yield numerous examples ofnew language features. Researchers aiid teachers can exploit
these resources for research purposes, but also for the development ofmore authentic
materials showing the use offeatures ofthe spoken language incontext.
Finally, the study has shown the potential ofcorpus linguistics and computerized
techniques for large scale discourse analysis studies. This studywould indeed not have been
feasible without the availability ofcomputerized corpora, corpus analysis tools such as
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concordancers, and computerized databases for the storage ofretrieved and selected
examples.
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APPENDIX A: OCCURRENCES IN CONVERSATION
Grammatical
Person
Simple
Present
Simple Past Total
SAY
Ips 37 309 346
2ps & 2pp 28 19 47
3ps 124 196 320
ipp - 4 4
3pp 17 25 42
Total 207 554 761
BELIKE
Ips 92 71 163
2ps&2pp 3 1 4
3ps 92 32 124
ipp 3 1 4
3pp 3 4 7
Total 193 109 302
GO
Ips 59 1 60
2ps&2pp 4 1 5
3ps 109 - 109
Ipp 3 - 3
3pp 13 - 13
Total 188 2 190
BEALL
Ips 2 8 10
2ps & 2pp - - _
3ps 11 2 13
Ipp — — ^
3pp - _
Total 13 10 . 23
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APPENDIX B: OCCURRENCES IN SERVICE ENCOUNTERS
Grammatical
Person
Simple -
Present
Simple Past Total
SAY
Ips - 23 23
2ps & 2pp 2 6 8
3ps 3 14 17
ipp - - -
3pp 1 6 7
Total 6 49 55
BELIKE
Ips 38 22 60
2ps & 2pp 1 - 1
3ps 38 16 54
Ipp - - -
3pp 4 2 6
Total 81 40 121
GO
Ips 6 1 1
2ps &2pp - - -
3ps 13 - 13
Ipp - - -
3pp - - -
Total 19 1 20
BEALL
Ips 6 - 6
2ps & 2pp 1 - 1
3ps 2 , - 2
Ipp -
3pp - - -
Total 9 - 9
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APPENDIX C: OCCURRENCES IN OFFICE HOURS
Grammatical
Person
Simple
Present
Simple Past Total
SAY
Ips 1 9 10
2ps & 2pp 10 3 13
3ps 4 3 7
ipp 1 0 1
3pp 6 8 14
Total 22 23 45
BELIKE
Ips 1 2 3
2ps & 2pp - - -
3ps 4 2 6
Ipp - - -
3pp 1 - 1
Total 6 4 10
GO
Ips -
2ps &2pp -
3ps -
Ipp -
3pp -
Total -
BEALL
Ips ~ -
2ps & 2pp - - -
3ps - - -
Ipp - - -
3pp - - -
Total -
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